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Abstract  of  Thesis
Urban  gangs: The  dynamics  of  poverty,  the  media  and  gang  membership.
Chalmers  Lee  Davis
Spring  1994
Street  gangs  are a fact  of  life  in every  major  city  in  the United  States. Street
gangs have also been recofierl  as a problem in Atnerican  cities since the
early  1920s..  Is there  a connection  between  poverty  and  gang  membership?
The  inner-cities  of  America  have  lost  manufactunng  and  non-senrice  jobs  to
the  suburbs.  During  the  same  time  period  adolescent  gang  activities  have
increased.  Whaf  causes  kids  to join  gangs  and  who  are the kids  thai  join
gangs?  The  media  in  the  United  States  paints  a portrait  of  gmig  members  as
predominmitly  youth  of  color,  is this  :xcuraie7  The  author,  through
compmison  of  previous  research  literature,  surveys  completed  by
professionals  involved  with  juveniles  mid  young  adults,  will  establish  the
extent  that  poverty  mid  the  media  have  an  effect  on gang  membership.
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Introduction
Street
 gangs
 are
 a
 fact
 of
 life
 in
 every
 malor
 city
 in the
 United
 States.
Street
 gangs
 have
 also
 been
 recognized
 as a problem
 in
 American
 cities
 since
the
 earlv
 1920s.
 Is
 there
 a connection
 between
 poverty
 and
 gang
membership?
 Theinner-ciiesofArnericahavelostmanufacturingandnon-
service
 jobs
 to the
 suburbs.
 During
 the
 same
 time
 period
 adolescent
 gang
activities
 have
 increased.
 What
 causes
 kids
 to
 join
 gangs
 and
 who
 are
 the
kids
 that
 join
 gangs?
 The
 media
 in
 the
 United
 States
 paints
 a
 portrait
 of  gang
members
 as predominantiy
 youti'i
 of  color,
 is this
 accurate?
 There
 have
 been
several
 studies
 conducted
 around
 gangs
 in  American
 cities
 that
 provide
 a
wide
 range
 of
 information
 for
 social
 work
 intervention.
 Research
 in
 this
 area
is
 relevant
 because
 of
 the
 many
 problems
 that
 radiate
 out
 from
 the
 activities
of  gang
 members
 that
 affect
 all
 society.
 My
 research
 will
 be a descriptive,
explanatcry
 study
 from
 a
 historical
 perspective
 infonned
 by
 meetings
 with
iocal.resource
 peopie.
In
 the
 Twin
 Cities,
 the
 number
 of  youth
 involved
 with
 gangs
 is
 in
 dispute.
However,
 Officer
 Mike
 Schoeben
 (Minneapoiis
 Police)
 reported
 to a group
of
 Minnesota
 Legislators
 that
 the
 Minneapolis
 Police
 gang
 unit
 has
 identified
2,800
 gang
 members
 in
 the
 Twin
 Cities.
 (Halvorsen,
 I).,
 1993)
I
 feel
 that
 research
 that
 identifies
 some
 causes
 for
 the
 formation
 of
 youth
gangs
 wiii
 possibiy
 provide
 answers
 that
 will
 be helpful
 to
 iaw-enforcement
as
 well
 as
 educators
 and
 social
 service
 agencies.
The
 variabies
 thaf
 I
 wiii
 be observing
 are
 gangs,
 poverty,
 and
 the
 media.
"A
 youth
 gang
 is
 a self-formed
 association
 of  peers,
 bound
 together
 by
1
mutual  mterests,  with  identifiable  leadership,  well  developed  lines  of
authoritv,  and  other  organizational  features,  who  act  in  concert  to achieve  a
specific  purpose  or purposes  which  generally  include  the  conduct  of  illegal
activitv  and  control  over  a particular  territory,  facilitv,  or type  of  enterprise."
(Bartollas,  Cy  1990,  p. 323-4)  Poverty  is based  on  the  United  States
governrnent's  official  povem  guideline  (the  median  amount  of  income
necessar3,;a to meet the daily needs of  food and shelter). In 1990 the median
income  for  an individual  was  $6,310  and  for  a family  of  four  the  median
income  was  $12,674.  (U.S.  Depaent  of  Commerce,  1993,  p. B-27)  The
media  is defined  as the  organized  radio,  television  and  newspaper  jounialist.
"Juvenile  gangs,  like  the  gangs  of  the  Old  West,  have  become  part  of
American  reality  and  folklore.  They  have  become  a persistent  part  of  the
delinquency  problem  in  the  depressed  socioeconomic  areas  of  America's
large  cities  and  in  the  late  1980s  have  taken  fonn  in  some  measure  in  more
affluent  suburban  areas."  (Yablonsky,  L. &  Haskell,  M. 1988,  p. 242)
The  gangs  in  inner-city  America  are not  a new  phenomena.  What  is new
is the  leve2 of  violence  thaf  gangs  use  in  today's  society.  Although  earlier
gangs  utilized  violence,  thev  were  more  cohesive  and  there  was  more  of  the
spirit  of  fellowsip  between  earlier  gang  members.  "Significant  sociological
appraisals  of  gangs  fu-st  appear  in  the  early  writings  (1920  to 1940)  of
sociologists  associated  with  what  was  termed  the  Chicago  school  This
group  which  included  such  pioneers  as Frederic  M.  Thrasher,  Frank
Tannenbaum,  Clifford  R. Shaw,  Heng  D. McKay,  and  Winiam  F. Whyte,
relied  heavilv  on  firsthand  research data collected directly  from the boys in
the  gangs.  In  general, their assessments of  the problem of  gang causation
were  tied  to theories  of  the  slum  community  and  the  disorganized
2
"interstitial"  area  [an  area  characterized  by  deteriorafing  neighborhoods,
shifting populations, and the mobility and disorganization of  the sltuni
(Yablonsky,  L. &  Haskell,  M. 1988,  p. 249)
Three  sociologists  at the  University  of  Chicago  (Thrasher,  Shaw,  and
McKay)  produced  the data  that  remains  the  backbone  of  conceptions  of  street
gangs  and  delinquency.  Thrasher  is credited  with  the  first  extensive  research
into  the  area  of  juvenile  gangs.  In 1926,  Thrasher  initially  presented  is
findings  in  a study  titled  The  Gang,  thai  was  based  on 1,313  cases,  and  his
definition  of  gangs  is the  basis  for  the  current  ideas  of  what  constitutes  a
gang.  "A  gang  i.s an interstitial  group  originally  formed  spontaneously  and
then integrated  through  conflict.  It is characterized  by  the  following  types  of
behavior:  meeting  face  to face.  milling,  movement  through  space  as a unit,
conflict,  and  planning.  The  result  of  this  collective  behavior  is the
development  of  tradition,  unreflective  intemal  structure,  esprit  de corps,
solidarity,  morale,  group  awareness,  and  attachment  to local  territory."
(Bartollas.  c., 1990,  p. 323)
Walter  B. MiIler,  in  a study  of  urban  gangs  in 1979,  asked  respondents  to
define  youth  gangs.  The  respondents  provided  1,400  definitional  elements
with  six  major  elements  being  cited  the  most.  The  six  elements  thaf  Miller
identified  as the  most  common  elements  of  youth  gangs  were  (l)  being
organized,  (2)  having  identifiable  leadership,  (3)  identifying  with  a teitory,
(4)  associating  continuously.  (5)  having  a specific  purpose,  and  (6)  engaging
in  illegal  activity.  Miller  created  his  definition  of  youth  gangs  by  combining
these  elements.  " A  youth  gang  is a self-fonned  association  of  peers,  bound
together  by  mtitual  interests,  with  identifiable  leadership,  well-developed
lines  of  authoritv,  and  other  organizational  features,  who  act in  concert  to
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achieve
 a
 specific
 purpose
 or purposes
 which
 generally
 include
 the
 conduct
of
 illegal
 activity
 and
 control
 over
 a particular
 territory,
 facility,
 or
 type
 of
enterprise."
 (Bartollas,
 C.
 1990,
 p.323-4)
Clifford
 Shaw
 and
 Henrv
 McKay
 began
 the
 Chicago
 Area
 Project
 in  an
effort
 to fu'id
 a method
 for
 the
 treatment
 and
 prevention
 of
 delinquency.
"'Their
 basic
 working
 assumptions
 were
 that
 delinquency
 was  normal
 in
 the
slum
 ("interstitial")
 neighborhood,
 thaf
 most
 offenses
 (about
 95
 percent)
 were
committed
 in
 association
 with
 others
 in
 gangs,
 and
 that
 most
 boys
 were
trained
 into
 criminal
 careers
 by
 other
 offenders
 in  the  neighborhood;
 in
 short,
that
 the
 average
 offender
 evolved
 in  the
 normal
 course
 of  events
 as
 a product
of
 his
 social
 training."
 (Yablonsky,
 L.
 &  Haskell,
 M.,
 1988,
 p.
 250)
Urban
 gangs
 in
 the
 United
 States
 are
 often
 highlighted
 by  the
 media.
 In
early
 1993
 the
 Mayor
 of  San
 Diego,
 Susmi
 Golding,
 decided
 to
 convene
 a
meeting
 of
 newspaper
 television
 and  radio
 executives
 to discuss
 the
 issue
 of
the
 media's
 unbalanced
 picture
 of  gang
 violence.
 'I"he
 Mayor
 felt
 that
 the
media
 needed
 to present
 stories
 of
 some
 of
 the
 positive
 programs
 as
 well
 as
the
 shootings
 and
 other
 negative
 things.
 Accordinz
 to Dan
 McAllister
 the
Mavor's
 cornrnunication
 d'yector,
 "'The
 meeting
 was
 not
 for
 the
 purpose
 of
teuing
 the
 media
 how
 to cover
 gangs,"
 but
 to "bring
 the
 news
 officials
together
 with  law  enforcement
 officials
 and
 community
 people
 who
 are
 in
charge
 of  anti-gang
 programs,
 so there
 wiZI
 be
 some
 Und
 of
 dialogue
 and
 a
better
 balance
 in  coverage."
 (Stein,
 M.,
 1993,
 p. 29)
The
 purpose
 of
 my
 research
 will
 be
 to investigafe
 the
 possible
 link
between
 poverty,
 the
 media
 and
 urban
 gangs.
 I will
 explore
 the
 connection
between
 poverty
 and
 urban
 gangs
 from
 a historical
 perspective
 infomed
 by
meetings
 with
 local
 resource
 people.
 Also,
 I will  look
 at how
 the
 media
 and
4
racism
 impacts
 how
 gangs
 are  viewed
 in  today's
 society.
 The  media
(newspaper,
 television,
 and
 radio
 journalist)
 may  be
 promoting
 racism
through
 it's  portrayal
 of  gangs
 in
 the  urban
 areas.
 This  researcher
 believes
that
 anv
 information
 that  can be
 offered
 through
 research
 conceniing
 gangs
and
 the
 devastating
 effect
 that  gang
 violence
 has on
 society,
 could
 be
 helpful
to
 the field
 of
 social
 work
 as well
 as the
 community.
 Research
 could
 possibly
provide
 new  iizight
 into  ivhy
 gangs
 and
 drugs
 have
 become
 a powerful
combination.
Literature
 Review
There
 is a
 substantial
 amount
 of  literature
 that  discusses
 formation
 of
gangs,
 gang  types,
 characteristics
 of  gang
 members
 and  how
 poverty
 and  the
media
 impact
 gangs.
 (Bartollas,
 1990;
 Huff,
 1990:
 Jankowski,
 1991;
 Lasley,
1992;
 Longres,
 1990:,
 Miner,
 1982
 & 1983;  Yablonsky,
 1988)
 Therefore,
 it
is
 very  irnpot
 to look  at
 each
 of  these
 topics
 in my  discussion
 of  urban
gangs,
 povertyo
 and  the
 media.
 This
 research
 will  address
 the following
issues
 related
 to
 gangs
 and
 gang  membership;
 types
 of  gangs,
 characteristics
of
 gang  members,
 why
 youth
 join
 gangs,
 also
 the role
 of  poverty
 and  the
media
 in
 relation
 to gangs.
A.
 Types
 of  gangs
Yablonskv
 mid  Haskell
 classify
 gangs
 into
 three
 distinct
 types,
 (I)
 social
gangs,
 (2)
 delinquent
 gangs,
 &  (3)
 violent
 gangs.
 However,
 Huff
 identified
the
 primary
 gang
 types
 as scavenger,
 territorial,
 and
 corporate
(See
 Classification
 of
 gangs
 page
 6 &  7)
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CLASSIFICATION  OF  GANGS
SCAVENGER  GANGS:
"MEMBERS  OF  THESE  GANGS  OFIEN  HAVE  NO
COMMON  BOND  BEYOND  THEIR  IMPULSIVE
BEHAVIOR  AND  THEIR  NEED  TO  BELONG.
LEADERSHIP  CHANGES  DAILY  AND  WEEKLY.
MEMBERS  PREY  UPON  THE  WEAK  OF  THE  INNER
CITY.  CRIMES  ARE  USUALLY  PEm,  SENSELESS,  AND
SPONT  ANEOUS---VIOLENCE  PERPERTRATED  FOR
FUN.
TERRITORIAL  GANGS:
TERRITORIAL  GANGS  DESIGNATE  AN  AREA  AS
BELONGING  TO  THE  GANG  Q  THEY  DEFEND
'THIS  AREA  FROM  OUTSmERS.
CORPORATE  GANGS:
'WELL  ORGANIZED  GROUPS  WITH  STRONG  LEADERS
IWHOSE  MAIN  FOCUS  IS  ILLEGAL  MONEY-MAKING
VENTURES.  MEMBERSHIP  IS  BASED  ON  nSJDIVIDUALS
'WORTH  TO  ORGANIZATION.  EACH  MEMBER  KNOWS
HIS  ROLE  AND  WORKS  AS  TEAM  MEMBER.  CRIMINAL
ACTIONS  MOTIVATED  BY  PROVIT.  DISCIPLINE,
SECRECY,  AND  STRICT  CODES  OF  BEHAVIOR  ARE
REQUIRED  OF  EACH  MEMBER.
TURF,  COLORS  ARE  IRRELEVANT  TO  CENTRAL
MISSION----PROFIT.
(HUFF,  1990;  PROTHROW-STn'H,  &  WEISSMAN,  1991)
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Classification
 of  Gangs
Social
 Gangs;
 The
 social
 gang
 is a relatively
 pemianent
 orgon
 that
 centers
 around
a specific
 location,
 such
 as a candy
 s'tore
 or clubhouse.
 All
 members
 are intimately
known
 to one  another
 and
 fficre
 is a strong
 sense
 of  commdeship.
 Members
 are the
 in-
group;
 all  others
 are outsiders.
 Members
 may
 wear
 club
 jackets
 or
 sweaters
 with
;insigaia
 that
 idenQa
 them
 to
 th:
 exter
 community.
Delinquent
 Gangs;
 The
 delinquent
 gang
 is primarily
 orgard
 to
 carrv
 out  various
illegal
 acts.
 The
 social
 L.:::xtion
 of  the
 members
 is
 a secondary
 factor.
 Prominent
among
 the
 mlinquent
 gang's
 activities
 are
 burglary,
 petty
 thieverv,
 mugging,
 assault
 for
profij-act
 siwply
 kicks-and
 othcr
 illcgal
 acts
 directed
 at
 'raising
 brcad.'
 It  is
 gcncrally
a tigni
 ciique,
 a smaii
 mo?:ine
 gang
 mat
 can
 steal
 and
 escape
 with
 minimum
 risi
 it
ivould
 los:
 it;  cohcsivc
 q.',:.'ity
 xd
 the
 intimatc
 coopcmtion
 rcquircd
 for
 success
 in
iuegal
 ventures
 if  it  became
 too
 iarge.
 Memoership
 is
 no:t
 easily
 achieved
 and
 must
geneily
 be
 approved
 by
 all
 gang
 members.
\ioient
 Ganzs;
 in
 contmt
 uith
 the
 other
 gang
 types,
 the
 vioient
 gang
 is primarily
ored
 for
 emotional
 tification.
 and  violence
 is
 the
 theme
 around
 which
 all
acffviThes
 center.
 Spom,
 social,
 even
 *Iinquem
 activities
 are
 side
 issues
 to
 its
 pruximy
assaultive
 partenn.
 The
 violem
 gang's
 organization
 and
 membership
 are
 coastantly
smfiing
 ia  accord
 xsith
 'The
 ezuo;.ional
 hecds
 of
 its  members.
CausalFactors
 AdjustmentPatternsEmergent
Personalft)-
Gang
 panans
 of  slum
 youths
7
Social  gangs
"The  social  gang  is a relatively  permanent  organization  that  centers  around
a specific  location,  such  as a candy  store  or clubhouse.  All  members  are
intimately  known  to one  another  and  there  is a strong  sense  of  comradeship.
Members  are the  in-group;  all  others  are outsiders.  Members  may  wear  club
)ackets  or sweaters  with  insignia  t}iat  identify  them  to the  extemal
community.
Activities  are socially  dominafed  and  require  a high  degree  of  responsible
social  interaction  in  the  group:  organized  afhletics,  personal  discussions,
dances,  and  other  socially  acceptable  activities  characteristic  of  youths.
Membership  is not  based  upon  self-protection  (as in  the  violent  gang)  or on
athletic  prowess  (as on  an athletic  team)  but  upon  feelings  of  mutual
aftraction.  Cohesiveness  is based  on  the  feeling  that  through  the  group  the
mdividual  can  lead  a fuller  life.  Members  are  willing  to submerge
individualistic  interests  to group  activities.  Leadership  is based  upon
populanty  and  constructive  leadership  qualities  and  generally  operates
informaily.  The  Ieader  is apt  to be the  idealized  group  member."
(Yablonsky,  L. &  Haskell,  M.  1988,  p.260)
Delinquent  gangs
"The  delinquent  gang  is parily  organized  to carry  out  various  illegal
acts. The  social  interaction  of  the  members  is a secondary  factor.  Prominent
among the delinquent  gang's activities are burglary, petty thieves,  mugging,
assault  for  profit---not  simply  kicks---and  other  illegal  acts  directed  af
"raising  bread" [emning  moneyl  It is generally a tight clique, a small
mobile  gang  that  can  steal  and  escape  with  rninimutn  risk.  It  would  lose  its
cohesive  quality  and  the  intimate  c.ooperation  required  for  success  in  illegal
8
ventures
 if  it
 became
 too
 large.
 Membership
 is not  easily
 achieved
 and
 must
generally
 be
 approved
 by
 all
 gang
 members.
 The
 delinquent
 gang
 has
 a tight
primary-group
 structure
 The
 members
 know
 each
 other
 and
 rely
 heavily
upon
 each
 other
 for
 cooperation
 in
 their
 illegal
 enterprises.
 The
 group
 has
some
 duration
 and
 Lasting
 structure.
 This
 usually
 continues
 in
 action
 until
internipted
 by arrest
 or imprisonment.
 Members
 lost
 in
 this
 way
 are
 usually
replaced.
 The
 leader
 is usually
 the
 most
 effective
 thief,
 the
 best
 organizer
and
 planner
 of  delinquent
 activities."
 (Yablonsky,
 L. &  Haskell,
 M. 1988,
 p.
261-2)
Violent
 gangs
"In
 contrast
 with
 the
 other
 gang
 types,
 the
 violent
 gang
 is paray
organized
 for
 emotional
 gratification,
 and
 violence
 is the
 theme
 around
which
 all
 activities
 center.
 Spor'is,
 social,
 even
 delinquent
 activities
 are
 side
issues
 to its prirn
 assaultive
 pattem.
 The
 violent
 gang's
 organization
 and
membership
 are
 constantly
 shifting
 in
 accord
 with
 the
 emotional
 needs
 of
 its
members.
 Membership
 size
 is
 exaggerated
 as
 a psychological
 weapon
 for
influencing
 other
 gangs
 and
 for
 self-aggrandizement.
 Small
 arsenals
 of
weapons
 are
 discussed
 and,
 whenever
 possible,
 accumulated.
 These
 caches
include
 switchbiades
 and
 hunting
 knives,
 homemade
 zip
 guns,
 standard
 guns,
pipes,
 blackjacks,
 and
 discarded
 U.S.
 Army
 bayonets
 and
 machetes.
 The
violent
 gang
 is thus
 essentially
 organized
 around
 gang
 war
 activities,
althougli
 occasionally
 certain
 youths
 will
 form
 delinquent
 cliques
 or
subgroups
 within
 the
 overall
 violent
 gang."
 (Yablonsky,
 L.
 &
 Haskell,
 M.,
1988-
 P.262-3)
Scavenger
 gangs
"Members
 of
 these
 gangs
 often
 have
 no
 common
 bond
 beyond
 their
9
impulsive  behavior  and  their  need  to belong.  Leadership  changes  daily  mid
weeklv.  Thev  are urban  survivors  who  prey  on  the  weak  of  the  inner  city.
Their  crirnes  are usy  petty,  senseless,  and  spontaneous.  Often,  acts  of
violence  are perpetrated  just  for  fun.  They  have  no pmticular  goals,  no
purpose,  no substantial  camaraderies."  (Huff,  C. R., 1990,  p. 105)
Territorial  gangs
"A  territorial  gang,  crew,  group,  or individual  designates  something,
someplace,  or someone  as belonging  exclusively  to the  gang.  The  traditional
designaiion  of  territory  as it  relates  to gangs  is better  known  as turf.
When  scavenger  gangs  become  serious  about  organizing  for  a specific
purpose,  they  enter  the  territorial  stage. During  this  stage,  gangs  define
themselves  and  someone  assumes  a leadership  role.  It  is the  process  of
shaping,  roririirig,  and  orgaruzing  with  particular  objectives  and  goals.
Once  the  gang  has def-ined  its temtory,  the  next  step is to defend  that
territory  from  outsiders.  In  the  process  of  defining  and  defending  tenitory,
gangs  become  "rulers."  Thev  act  as controllers.  In  the  streets,  territorial  law
is more  respected  and  feared  than  legal,  traditional  law. It  is well  known  and
accepted  by  most  that  gang  law  is, in  fact,  the  law  in  that  pmticular  teitory."
(H'aff,  C. R., i990,  p. 107)
Corporate  gangs
"These  well-organized  groups  have  very  strong  leaders  or managers.  The
main  focus  of  their  organization  is participation  m illegal  money-making
ventares.  Membership  is based  on  the  worth  of  the individual
to the  oraanization.  Promotion  inside  the  infrastnucture  is based  on  merit,  not
personality.  Discipliiie  is comparable  to that  of  the  military,  and  goals
resemble  those  of  Fortune  500 corporations.  Different  divisions  handle  sales,
10
marketing,  distribution,  enforcement,  and  so on. Each  member  understands
his  or  her  role  and  works  as a team  member.  Cinal  actions  are motivated
by  profit.  Unlike  in  scavenger  gangs,  crimes  are committed  for  a ptu'pose,
not for fun." (Huff.  C. R.. 1990 p. 108) Corporate gangs in today's societ5r
can  best  be cozripared  to the  gangs  thal  sold  alcoholic  beverages  dumg  the
prohibition  era.  Members  of  corporate  gangs  are  gangsters  in  the
conventional  sense  of  the  word.  Discipline,  secrecy,  and  strict  codes  of
behavior  are required  of  every  member.  Punishments  can  be harsh.  " Taylor
says  in Detroit  corporate  gangs  are structured  so thai  individual  members
have  little  knowledge  of  the  organization  as a whole.  The  organizaiion  exists
to do business,  usually  by  seLIing  narcotics  for  maximum  profit.  Turf,  colors,
and  other  romantic  notions  are irrelevant  to its central  mission.  Members  of
corporate  gangs,  though  not  necessarily  schooled,  are often  highly  intelligent.
Leaders  must  be capable  of  soplnsticated  strategic  planning,  personnel
management,  and  money  managerient."  (Prothrow-Stith,  [),,  &  Weissman,
M.,  1991-  p. 101')
Huff  later  states  that  Yablonsky's  descriptions  of  gang  types  laid  the
foundation  for  the  gang  types  in his  study.  He  further  states  that  the
corporate  gangs  reserribles  Yablonsky's  delinquent  gangs,  that  scavenger
gangs  resemble  both  the  social  and  violent  gangs  of  Yablonsky's  descriptions.
Huff  also  states  that  although  the  corporate  gang  may  have  roots  in
Yablonsky's  delinquent  gang;  "the  depth,  power  and  interrelated  gang
merribers'  mode  of  operations,  however,  make  the  new  corporate  gang  a
different  phenomenon."  (Huff,  C. R. 1990, p. 111)
11
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T}ie  }iteracure  indicates  that  gangs  are eiTher  heavily  into  violence  (defense
of  their  territory)  or focused  on  making  money  (profit)  with  interest  in
territory  onlv  as it relates  to their  financial  interests.  Carl  Tavlor  indicates
than yooaffi join scaverigcr GANGS aS a means of entry mto the drug business.
He  further  indicates  that  as they  become  more  serious  about  their
involvement  with  the gang  they  move  into  the  territorial  stage  as a means  of
protectmg  and  solidifying  their  position.  At  the  same  time  they  begin  to
organizc  in order  to create  a moxiopoly  over  a particular  area. In  the
corporate  stage  they  will  pursue  their  goal  (profit  from  the  sale  of  drugs)
regardless  of  the  sacrifices  they  need  to make.  Corporate  gang  members
will  use  violence  to achieve  their  goal,  whereas  scavenger  gang  members  use
of  violence  is sporadic.  Scaveriger  gang  members  are in  the first  stage  of
learning  gang  behavior.  They  move  into  the  territorial  stage  as they  become
serioz  about  power  and  Iatcr  itito  the  corporate  stage  as their  goal  solidifys.
(Huff, C=  1990)
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Waiter
 Milier
 ui  a govenunent
 study
 pubiisned
 in
 1979
 identified
 twenty
iypes
 and
 subtypes
 of
 law-violating
 youth
 groups.
 Only
 tmee
 of  the
 twenty
were
 identified
 as gangs.
 This
 is especially
 important
 in
 placing
 the
 media
emphasis
 on
 gangs
 in
 perspective
I
 ---
!:
 Types
 atid
 Subtypes
 of
 Law-Violating
 Youth
 Groups
!Number
 Designation1,
ii
 Turffgangs
:l'>
 Regularly-associated
 disruptive
 local
 groups/crowdsI-
i3
 Solidary
 disruptive
 local
 cliques
':4
 Casual
 disruptive
 locaI
 cliquesI
:5
 Gain-orientedgangs/extendednetworksI
16
 Lootinggoups/crowdsI
7
 Estabiisiied
 gain-oriented
 cliques/limited
 networks
'7.1
 Burglrings
17.2
 Robben'bands
173
 Larcenv
 cliques
 m'id
 networks
:7.4
 Extonioncliques
7.5
 g-dealing
 cliques
 and
 networks
7.6
 Fraudulent
 gain
 cliques
8
 Casualgain-orientedcliques
9
 Fightinggangs
TO
 Assaultive
 cliques
 and
 crowds
10.
 I
 Assaultive
 affiliation
 cliques
10.2
 Assaultive
 public-gatheffig
 crowds
I
 l
 Recurrently
 active
 assaultive
 cliques
12
 Casual
 assaultive
 cliques
(Bartolla.s
 C.
 1990
 p.323)
B.
 Characteristics
 of  gang
 members
"Sociai
 characeristics
 of  gang
 members
 in
 tne
 1970s
 resembled
 those
13
reported
 for
 past
 pcriods.
 Thcy
 were
 parily
 male,
 ranged
 in
 age
 from
about
 ten
 to twenty-one,
 came
 from
 low-income
 communities,
 and
 were
largely
 b2ack
 arid
 Hispanic,
 alffiough
 gangs
 with
 a
 variety
 of
 Asian
 origins
seemea
 to
 be
 on
 the
 increase."
 (Bartollas,
 C. 1990,
 p.326)
Waiter
 Miller
 looked
 at the
 cthnic
 background
 of  gang
 members
 in  six
mqior
 cities
 in
 1975
 (?%Jew
 York,
 Philadelphia,
 Los
 Angeles,
 Chicago,
Detroi;,
 and
 San
 Fraiicisco)
 and
 found
 thai
 47.6
 percent
 were
 Black.
l-
 Ma.ior
 Ethnic
 Categories
 of
 Gang
 Members
 in
 Six
 Cities
 in
 the
 Mid-1970s
 'li:
 t
.
 Number
 Percent
 ii
Biack
 29,000
 47.6
',Hispa_tiic
 22,000
 36.1
'Non-Hispanicwhite
 5,400
 8.8I
Asian
 4,600
 7.5q
 ,,,
 -=i
(F3anoiia.s.
 C.,
 i990.
 p.326)
.In
 1991
 the
 Minneapolis
 Star
 Tribune
 printed
 m'i article
 about
 a pmiel
 of
ccimmumty
 leaders
 discussion
 of
 the
 "gang
 probiem"
 in the
 Twin
 Cities.
 The
panel
 ccd
 that
 most
 gang
 members
 within
 the
 Twin
 Cities
 were
 Black
5oui.
 However,
 the
 panel
 opposed
 the
 public's
 perception
 thaf
 "all"
 gang
members
 sxrcrc
 Black
 youth.
 They
 agreed
 that
 within
 the
 Twin
 Cities
 gang
mcm'oers
 were
 mamiy
 Blaci<
 youth:
 but,
 gang
 members
 to
 a
 lesser
 degree
were
 also
 Native
 American,
 Hispanic,
 Asian
 and
 Non-hispanic
 White.
(T)iaz,
 K.,
 }99])
The
 Encycloik
 edia
 of
 Social
 Work
 states
 that
 (1)
 gangs
 are
 made
 up of
hon"iogcneous
 maie
 adolescents
 from
 ur'oan,
 lower-class
 neighborhoods;
 (2)
 a
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large percentage  or  gang  merribers  are between  the ages of  12 to 18 years
with  some  vanation  (some  have  "peewee"  subgroups  and  some  include  older
rrieri);  (3) they  are ethriicany  and  raciaJly  homogeneous;  (4) they  identify  with
a territory  and draw  their  members  from  that  territory  thai  they  control  and
deferid.  (Lorigres,  2990)
Gangs  are predominantly  male.  Only  one out  of  every  ten gang  members
is a female. The  Iiterature  indicates  that  female  gang  members  come  from
disadvantaged  backgrounds  that  include  broken  homes,  homes  where  fathers
batter the mothers,  homes  where  no one is employed  and homes  where  one or
more  members  are addicted  to drugs.  (Carnpbell,  A., 1991)  Walter  Miller
stated thal there were  three  possible  relationships  between  female  and  male
gang  members.  He  indicated  that  they  functioned  as an independent  units,  as
regu?ar members  of  a mixed  or coed  gang  and  as an auxiliary  unit  to the male
gang.  (Huff-  c.- 1990).  However  A. Campbell  indicates  that  previous
research about female  involvement  in gangs  could  possibly  be bias  as the
research  involved  male  gang  members  descnbing  female  participaiion  to
male researchers  and  the research  data  was later  clarified  by  male  academics.
(Huff,  c., 1990)
In  an atticie  in the Mpls/St.  Paul  periodical  it  was stafed  that,  "Over  the
course  of  American  history,  Jewish,  Italian,  Irish  and  Puerto  Rican  meet
gangs  a!l have  flourished  in  this  country.  In  each  case, they  were
c}iaracterized  by a set of  six  conditions  put  forth  by sociologist  Fredrick
Thrasher  in 1936  that  are stin  rdevant:  inadequate  family  life,  poverty,
deteriorating  neighborhoods  ineffective  religion,  poor  education  and lack  of
recreational  facilities.  Together  they  amount  to a denial  of  opportunity  so
complete  it can extinguish  hope  And  as author  James  Baldwin  once  wrote,
15
the most  dangeroaas  creame  a society  can  create  is one  without  hope."
(Robson,  B.,  1990.  p. 68-9)  This  hopelessness  is influenced  by  corporate
America  throug}i  television  arid  other  visual  media  thal  promote  the  power  of
money  as the  dominant  theme  in  our  society.
C. Who  are gang  members
The  Encyclopedia  of  Social  Work  states  the  following:
"Two  major  themes  associatea  with  neighborhood  life  are discussed
freqaeatly  ia the literaLure  on  giiiigs.  Both  are useful  in understanding  why
gangs  are more  likely  to emerge  in  lower-class  cornrnunities.  The  first  theme
locates  neigThborkioods  within  an ecology  of  social  disorganization  (Curry  &
Spergel,  i988)  or limited  economic  opportunities  (Cloward  &  Ohlin,  1960).
Violent  gangs  are likely  to prevail  in neighborhoods  marked  by  disorganizing
population  shifts  (Spergel,  1984).  Criminal  and  dnig-oriented  gangs,  on  the
other  haiid,  are iikeiy  to emerge  in  neighborhoods  mired  in  poverty.  When
legitirhafe  opportai'iities  are blocked,  illegitimate  opportunities  emerge  to take
their  place  (Cloward  &  Ohlin-  1960;  Spergel,  1984).
The  second  theme  focuses  on the  values  likeiy  to be found  in  lower-class
neighborhoods.  Miller  (1958)  argued  thaf  way  of  life,  values,  and
characteristic  bchavior  pattcms  of  the  poor  generate  a distinct  cultural
system.  The  cuitural  system's  primary  feature  is the  female-based  child-
rearing  unit  aiid  one-sex  peer  group.  The  need  for  belonging  and  status
encourages  young  men  in  these  environments  to internalize  "focal  concenis"
that  predispose  them  to a life  of  crime.  These  concems  include  trouble,
toughness.  smartness.  excitement,  fate,  and  autonomy  "  (Longres,  J., 1990,
p. 328)
Yablonsky  and  Haskell  provide  further  data  about  who  are gang  members.
"A  Iater  analysis  by  Barbara  Tornson  and  Edna  R. Fielder  tends  to support
Spergel's  general  assumption  that  gang  membership  is often  a response  to the
urban  sccrie.  Their  research  dealt  with  the  gang  member's  response  to the
urban  structure,  the  political  structure,  and  the  mass  media---institutions  in
which  they  are uiilikely  to }iave  formalized  individual  contacts.  In  this
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coatext,  gangs  provide  a positive  identity  for  their  individual  members."
(Yablonsky.  L..  &  Haskell  M.,  1988,  p. 256)
1. The  urban  setting  in  which  gangs  flourish  reduces  varied  pressures:
t}ie  need  to negotiaie  successfully  with  strangers,  the  need  to negotiate
is'itl'i  a money-based  economy,  IoneIiness,  and  lack  of  privacy.  The
delinquent's  response  to these  pressures  is to identify  with  the  gang,
which  offers  him  symbols  of  identity,  activities,  and  helps  him  obtain
money,  companionship,  and  firiends.
2. The  pose  of  the  political  machinery  is to assist  with  services  and
solve  conflicts  for  members  of  the  society.  Delinquents  appraise  the
political  arena  accurateiy  by  concluding  that  they  do not  belong  to
societ5-  and are not waitted. They can,  however,  identify  with  a gang
and  bc understood  by  a gang.
3. The  mass  media  teaches  inner-city  youth  by  default.  Material
possessions  are emphasizea  in  the  mass  media,  and  filtned  unprovoked
attacks  liaye  a longer  lasting  influence  on delinquents  than  on other
members  of  society.  The  delinquent's  response  is to agree  with  the
mass  media's  use of  aggression;  gang  members  successfiilly  use
aggression  to get  what  they  want.  (Y  ablonsky,  1988)
iatnes  Lasiey  staed  tnaL "Ail  things  considered,  the  final  conclusion  that
must  be drawn  hcre  is that  street  gangs  are still  very  much  youth  gangs.  This
general  finciing  does  not,  nowever,  summarilv  dismiss  the  new  gmig
preposition  that  ccological  dccav  within  inncr-city  ncighborhoods  has
resulred  in tne  expansion  of  gang  membership.  Instead,  it  suggests  that  if
growing  urban  underclass  conditions  have  indeed  been  instnunental  in
expanaing  gaiig  mem'oership-  sucln  expansion  ---  with  regard  to age ---  has
likely  bcen  in  a horizontal  rather  than  a vertical  direction.  In  other  words,
social  aiid  economic  conditions  may  be pressuig  more  same-aged  youths  to
17
aaaaazziiii  n
joiii  Barigs  itistcad of causing tnarc  adolescents to retain their gang roies as
adults."  (I,asley.  J., 1992,  p.448)
D. What CauSeS yotffh toioin  gangs
There  are several  key  ideas  as to what  causes  youth  to join  gangs.
Idcritity,  status  and  recognition  are three  of  the factors  identified  in
he literature.  However  Manin  Jankowski  states there  are five  pary
reasons  that  individuals  join  gangs;  (I)  material  incentives,  (2) recreation,
(3)  a place  of  refiige  and camouflage,  (4) physical  protection,  and (5) a time
tci resist.  (Jankowski,  M.., 1991)
i'vfaterial  incentives
Jan"owski  further  states,  "Those  who  joined  a gang  most  often  gave  as
their  reason  the fbelief  that  it  would  provide  them  with  an environment  that
woid  increase  their  chances  of  sccunng  money."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,
p.4(-)) To illustrate  this  reason  forioining  a gang,  Jankowski  provided  the
co;'a;aicrits  or  a sixteen-ycai-old  gang  member  from  the Los  Angeles  area;
"Well.  I realIv  didn't  want  to  join  the  gang  when  I was  a little  younger
because  I had  this  idea  that  I could  make  more  money  if  I would  do some
gigs [various i!legal economic venturesl on my own. Now I don't know, I
mean  1 wasn't  wrong.  l could  make  more  money  on my  own,  but  there  are
more  trffigs  nappening  with  the gang,  so it's a littie  more  even  in terms  of
iv2ien axe mOlle'>' COIneS in....Let's just say there is more possibilities for a
more  steady  amount  of  income  if  you  need  it." (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p.41)
Recreation
According  to Jankowski;  "The  gang  provides  individuals  with
cntcrtainiucnt,  niucii  as a fraiernit'y  does for college students or the Moose
and Elk  dubs  (10 for  their  members.  Many  individuals  said they joined  the
gaiig  because  it was  the  priinarsa  social institution  of  their  neighborhood---
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that
 is, it ivas
 wlicre
 most  (aot
 necessarily
 the biggest)
 social
 events
riccuned."
 (Jankowski
 M.
 1991,
 p. 43)
 To illustrate
 recreation
 as areason
for,ioining
 a gang,
 Jankowski
 provides
 the
 comments
 of  a twenty-three-year-
old  gang  member
 from
 New
 York.
"Like
 I been
 kening
 yori,
 I joined
 originally
 because
 all
 the action
 was
happening
 with the Bats
 [gang's
 named.
 l mean,
 all the
 foxy
 ladies
 were
going
 to their
 parties
 and
 hanging
 with  them.
 Plus  their
 parties
 were  great.
They
 had goad music and the
 herb
 [mariiuanal
 was so
 smooth....Man,
 it
 was
a great
 source
 ofdope
 and women.
 Hell,
 they  were  the
 kings
 of  the
coinmt.tnity
 so I
 wanted
 to get
 in on
 some
 of  the
 action."
(Sai'iovvski.
 M.,
 1991,
 p.433
,4 place
 qfrefitgc
 and camouflage
Jankcwski
 states
 that
 "Some
 individuals
 join
 a gang
 because
 it provides
tbem
 witch
 a protective
 group
 icientity.
 They
 see
 the  gang
 as
 offering
 them
anen)mit5-,
 wl'.ich
 may
 relieve
 the
 stresses
 associated
 with having
 to be
perSollaily
 accotintab)e
 for  Thl
 tiieir
 actions
 in  an
 intensely
 competitive
caviror.rriea:."
 (Jar'.kowsl6,
 M.,  1991,
 p.44)
 This
 view
 is illustrated
 by
 the
cammerns
 cir  a seventeen-vear-oid
 maie  from  New  York.
"l  been
 thinkmg
 about  )oining
 the gang  because
 the gang
 gives
 you
 a cover,
you  know
 wnati
 mean'."
 Like
 when
 me  or  anybody
 does
 a business
 deal
 and
is'e're
 zxierabcrs
 of
 the gang,  it's
 difficult
 to
 track
 us down
 'cause
 people
 will
say.
 or,  it
 a,vas just
 one
 of  those
 guys
 in the gang.
 You
 get
 my  point?
 The
gang
 is Boittg
 to provide
 me with  some
 cover."
 (Jankowski,
 M., 1991, p.44)
Physical
 prctactior"t
Jankowski
 staies
 li'iat;
 "lndividua'is
 also
 join
 gangs
 because
 they
 believe
the gaiig  cati
 provide
 t!>em
 with
 personal
 protection
 from
 the
 predatory
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c!cmerits
 active
 in
 lower-income
 neighborhoods."
 (Jankowski,
 M.,
 1991,
p.44.)
 -Tankowski
 provides
 the comments
 of  a seventeen-year-old
 gang
ruember
 JIrerri
 New
 York
 to
 illustrate
 this  view.
"When
 I first
 started
 up
 with
 the
 Steel
 Flowers,
 I really
 didn't
 know
 much
about
 then'i.
 But,
 to be
 honest,
 in
 the
 beginning
 Iiust
 joined
 because
 there
wcrc
 some
 people
 who
 were
 taking
 my school
 [lunchl
 money,
 and
 after
 I
ioined
 The
 gang,
 these
 guys
 laid off."
 (Jankowski,
 M., 1991,
 p.45)
A time
 to
 resist
"Manv
 oiaer
 ffidividuais
 (in  their
 late
 teens
 or older)
 join
 gangs
 m mi
effort
 to
 resist
 !iving
 lives
 like
 their
 parents'.
 As
 Joan
 Moore,
 Ruth
 Horowitz,
anci
 others
 iiave
 pouited
 ouL
 most
 gang
 members
 come
 from
 families
 whose
parerits
 are underemployed
 and/or
 employed
 in
 the secondary
 labor
 market
 in
lo'os
 Coat
 have
 iictie
 to recorninend
 them."
 (Jankowski,
 M., i991,
 p.45)
3ankoivski
 prcvidcs
 the
 comments
 of
 a nineteen-year-old
 gang
 member
 from
Boston
 to
 iiiusu'ae
 uiis
 view.
"Hell
 l 3oined
 because
 I really
 didn't
 see anything
 in
 the near future
 I wm'ited
to ao.  T
 sure
 as heil
 didn't
 want  to
 take
 that
 job
 my  father
 got  me.  It  was
 a
shit.iob
 iusi iii<c
 his.
 r
 said
 to myself,
 'Fuck
 thisi"
 I'm
 only
 nineteen,
 I'm
 too
yciupg
 te
 :=ta'n
 this
 shit....I
 fi,cyred
 that
 the  Black
 Rose
 [the
 gang]
 was
 into
 a
lot  of  thmgs
 and  that
 maybe
 I could
 hit
 it big
 at
 something
 we're
 doing
 and
g'.:t
 kite  hell
 out
 of  tnis  place."
 (Jankowski.
 M..
 1991,
 p.45-6)
In a t'eprirt
 frot'n
 the
 Nationa]
 Institute
 of
 Justice
 it
 is stated
 that  the
rea:iCnS7'Cu2LijOZngangS1'aQ'fiOInWanLII1g(OhaVeagOOd(lnne,t0pllIaSulIlg
entrepreneurial
 ventures
 that
 may
 require
 a
 cornrnitment
 to
 delinquent
 or
criininal
 be!'iavior.
 This
 repoii
 reiiiforces
 the
 ideas
 of
 Jai*owski
 (1991)
 as
20
to why
 youths
 join
 gangs.
 (Coil!y,
 C.,
 Kelly,
 P., Mahanna,
 P., &  Warner,
T..-
 1993
 )
 The
 repori
 funher
 STATES,
"A
 police
 sergeant
 ia
 Miaini
 cornuiented
 during
 an
 interview
 that
 gangs
fulf'ill
 members'
 needs
 for
 identity,
 recognition,
 protection,
 love
 and
unaerstaziaiiig
 (perhalis
 missing
 at }tome),
 status,
 money,
 and
 opportunity.
A4a2colz
 Klciii
 concurred,
 saying
 that
 at an
 individual
 level,
 the
 factors
rcspcnsib!e
 for
 garig
 formation
 are the  needs
 for
 identity,
 status,
 and
belonging.
 -A
 iuvenile
 c.onections
 counselor
 listed
 these
 reasons
 for
 gang
membership.
 t}'ie }iopelessness
 of
 urban
 life;
 violence
 in  gang
 youths'
 lives,'
ota,'iag
 ap
 ivith
 values
 counter
 to the
 mainstream;
 dysfunctional
 families;
dropout/school
 failure
 "
 olvement
 in
 crime;
 and
 the
 need
 forprevious  mv
in the
 Twin
 Cities
 (Minneapolis
 / S.
 Paul)
 a panel
 of
 community
 leaders
convened
 !"i>'
 thc
 Minncapolis
 Star
 Tribune
 identified
 some
 of
 the
 causes
 of
gang
 invoivement
 ass the  t-ollowing:
 illiteracy,
 a need
 to
 belong,
 materialism,
lack
 of
 ciripowennent
 arid
 the
 lack
 of  positive
 role
 models.
 (Diaz,
 K.,  1991)
E.
 T}ie
 role
 of
 r>ovemr
The
 1990
 Ccnsas
 of  Population,
 Social
 and
 Economic
 Characteristics
report
 for
 t2"ie
 state
 ofMinnesora
 provides
 the
 following
 information
 in
rcgards
 to income;
 "In
 iricame
 tabulations
 for
 households
 and
 families,
 the
iowest
 inc.ome
 ryoup
 (e.g.,
 less
 than
 $5,000)
 includes
 units
 that
 were
classified
 :r
 having
 no
 1989
 income."
 The
 report
 further
 states,
 "Many
 low
inc.ome
 families
 also
 receive
 income
 "in
 kind"
 from
 public.
 welfare
prograizs.
 ("J.S.
 Dcpai"anen'c
 or
 Commerce,
 1993,
 p.
 B-27)
 The
 rcport
laurther
 staes
 "The
 income
 cutoffs
 used
 by
 the
 Census
 Bureau
 to
 determine
L:i;
 povcrj)
 sCafus
 of  fairiilics
 atid
 unrclafed
 individuals
 included
 a set
 of
 48
lhresholds
 arranged
 in
 a two-dimensional
 matrix
 consisting
 of
 family
 size
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(nom one  licrsoxi  (o niixe  or  morc  persons)  cross-classified by presence and
number  or  faniilv  members  under  18  years  old  (firom  no  children  present  to
ci6L  or mOre  cP.ildrcn prcscnt). Unrclated individuals and two-person
Families  sphere furtner  ail-ferennaed  by age of  the  householder  (under  65 years
odd aritl  65 years  old  and  over).
The  totai  mcome  of-each  l'amilv  or  unrelated  individual  in  the  satnple  was
tcstcd  agaii-bt  ffic  appropriate  poverty  threshold  to determine  the  poverty
status  ofthat  family  or unrelaed  individuai.  If  the total  income  was  less than
axe coz'rcspari<iirig  cutoff,  a'ic rarnily  or unrelated  individual  was  classified  as
'below  ffie  poverty  level.'  " ([J.s.  Department  of  Commerce,  1993,  p. B-27)
"The  poverty  kcsholds  are revised  annually  to allow  for  changes  in  the  cost
ef  living  as reflected  in  the  Ccnsumer  Price  Index.  The  average  poverty
L!-ircshola for  a Paxnily  or  four  persons  was $12,674  in 1989."  (U.  S.
Department  oi'  Cornrnerce  1993,  p. B-27)
Cliris  Baca,  dircclor  of  Youth  Developznent,  Inc.,  in  Albuquerque,  states
"PoVe'rt2./  P(1oT' educatit>n  civsf-unctional families, negative role models, and
!i:Lic, ir  an}, h,.ipe icadiaavcrii1cs to GANGS and drugs." Baca further adds that
"Aithough  the  entire  community  suffers  when  gang  violence  is present,  low-
i:i:ozhc  rriizioiriCy  r.cig!:iborhoods  arc  most  adversely  affected."  (McKinney,
K..  1988  p. 6') Jankowski  saies  "thai  pcaierty  produces  a particular  character
Lype---not  x;saessariiy  tae  poores'i  or those  from  single-parent  or troubled
J-anuiies---iiiat  finds  the  p:mg  especially  amactive."  (Huff,  c., 1990,  p. 48)
Dcbora}i  Prakow-S;iL!i,  M.D.  states,  "In  recent  decades,  gangs  have
come  to be associated  with  the  entrenched  poverty  of  inner  city
ncighbornuods  that  havc  been  denuded  of  manufacg  and  other  non-
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sez'vicc  jobs."  (Prot!u'ctv-S'iith,  D. &  Wcissman,  M.,  p. 98)
"Accorcimg  to new  gang  theory,  dramatic  increases  in  urban  poverty  levels
oecurring  over  the past  dccade  (Tayior  &  Covington,  1988;  Wilson,  1987)
have  resurted  in the sysematic  failure  of'inner-city  youths  to 'maiure  out'  of
uicir  gang  i=cmber  roles.  This  trend,  it is further  assumed,  is perpetuafed  by
the economic  mahilitv  ol-mner-city  gang  members  to establish  and maintain
lcgiti,wam  adu!i  !ire-sfyles  ixr iower-class  cornrnunities  and  subcomrnunities."
states,  "Dar'aig  the past  decade  -"rigs
ayid communitv co ditions hai Itegl('B) Checked"08-07u7t-2toOogL.7:@gP,, 'dsh"P
for certairi groaps, which has ;IRTCLOE6-EH(,,Ong youth & 7 ' Kr "lstel, 'o"""g
underc)ass in manv urban ar DUE D47il. 093"'\8'5,,068935gl@-ngS : One '- aCher aags
members can 'mature out' c "5"fi DuAuT'5; 3@o:2874651,9j6V;37s2'udy " Hff'Ong ga
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ias emerged  from  (he re:  .is project.
c'tiserifranc.iiisement.  As  possible  causes  ot  Lliv, tent,  social
scicxx'iis[s  2iavc cited  the rriigration  of  businesses  from  the community,  the
shil'l  of  the  iob  market from industrial  to service-oriented  jobs, and
instiiuiiona!  racism.  The  social  order  in  gang  comtnunities  is further
disturbed  by populatiori  movement  and the disorgmiization  created  when
thcre  ai-C  rapid  etlinic  or racial  changes  in  an area.  Such  changes  are often
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followed  by an increase  in gang activity."  (Conly,  c., Kelly,  P., Mahanna,
P., & Warner,  L'a= 1993, p. 8)
In a report  sabrrfftEed  to the McKnight  Foundation,  it is stated  thaf, "While
people  have historically  migrated  to U.S. cities  in search  of  well-paying  jobs
arid better  living  conditions,  both  of  these were  in increasingly  short  supply
during  the 1980s. Maior  industries  were  in decline and jobs in
manafacturing  became  more  and more  scarce. Milwaukee  alone  lost  almost
361,000 matiufactunngiobs  between 1980 and 1985. The U.S. has
increasingly  become  a service  economy,  where  available  jobs  for  the
uneducated  tend  to be part-time  low  wage,  and temporary.  Although  there
has been an increase  in the number  of  jobs  available,  this  growth  has
occurred  in wite  coUm:  industries  which  poor  unskilled  people  do not  have
access to.  The result  of  these structural  economic  changes  is that  those  poor
people  who  work  in  low-skilled  jobs  (usually  service  jobs)  work  a lot, but
make  very  littie  money."  ("United  for  Peace: What  is at Stake"  , 2993,  p.7)
The  report  further  states, "Gang  activity  in inner  cities  today  must  be viewed
in  the context  of  economic  decline.  Hagedorn's  study  of  Milwaukee  gangs
led  him  to five  poor  and all-Black  census  tracts  where  a majority  of  the
fami!ies  Iived  below  the poverty  line. In I987,  tu'iemployment  among
African  Americans  in  Milwaukee  had reached  27%,  and transfer  payments
[weifare,  unemployment  compensation,  social  security]  accounted  for half  of
all Black  income  in  Milwaukee  County.  Gangs  are seen as part  of  the urban
under  underclass,  namely,  those  populations  which  are excluded from the
mainstream  job  market  due to the decline  of  low-skilled  industries  in the
United  States.  One important  point  relating  gangs to economic  conditions is
that  inn  the absence  of  economic  alternatives  gang  members  today may
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remain  m gangs  for  longer  periods  of  time.  In  the  past,  gang  members  would
'mature  out'  of  gangs  as they  got  older-they  would  take  jobs  and  start
families.  But  Hagcdorri  and  others  believe  that  there  is no  longer  an
economic  impetus  for  gang  members  to leave  gangs  for  a more  conventional
lifest'vle:  'We  concluded  at the time  that  the  economic  basis  for 'maturing out'
of  a gang-those  good paving  factory  jobs  that  take little  education,  few
skilis,  and  only  hard  work-was  just  not  there  anymore.  Without  access  to
stable  etnployment  gm'ig  members  who  reach  adulthood  remain  m gangs  for
their  own  sui-vivai;  this  suggests  that  gangs  are becoming  institutionalized  in
poor  communities."  ("United  for  Peace:  What  is at Stake"  1993,  p.6)
F. The  role  of  the  media
The  media  is a business  and  as such,  the  pary  concetn  of  the  media
is to cam  a profit.  The  business  interests  of  the  media  has an influence  on
which subiects receive attention. Gangs and gang activities provide the
media  wiffi  a commodity  that  has a value  and  when  exploited,  the  commodity
provides  revenue  and  power  to media.
In  the  United  Staies  there  are primarily  two  media  outlets.  The
mainstrearn  media  and  the  alternative  media.  The  mainstrearn  media
provides the ma.iority of  information  to the public and is controlled by the
maiority  race (Caucasian). Whereas, the alternative media is controlled by
different  ethnic  groups  of  minority  status.  A  representative  of  the  alternative
media  [Mel  Reeves  of  the  Minneapolis  Spokesman]  in  Minneapolis  states
the  alternative  media  acts  as a watchdog  to the  mainstream  media,  The
alten'iative  media  provides  coverage  of  issues  thai  impact  minority
communities  more  accurately,  and  ai the  same  time  provide  a different
perspective  and  source  of  information.  ("United  for  Peace: What  is at Stake"
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1993)  An  article  in  the  Minneapolis  Spokesman  ( a Black  owned
newspaper)  indicates  that  the  Black  press  is important  because  it  info  the
public  of  the  good  that  Blacks  accomplish,  whereas  the  other  press
(mamstrearna3 only  provides  information  of  negative  deeds cornrnitted
by  Biacks.  (KretcParian,  S., 1994)
Jankowski  states  that  the  mainstrearn  media,  dtuing  the 1970s  and  1980s,
devoted  a great  deal  of  time  and  resotu'ces  to the  topic  of  gangs.  He  further
states  that  "In  short-  the  media  became  the  general  public's  primary  source  of
iiqformafion  about  gangs  and,  as a result,  became  an important  actor  in  the
gang  phenomenon  "  (Jankowski  M.,  1991,  p. 284)  Jm'ikowski  further  states
that  the  media  assumes  one  of  tmee  formats  to deliver  information  about
gangs  to the  public  (reporting.  understanding,  and  entertaining).  According
to Jai*owski,  the  iricdia's  rciationship  and  orientation  to gangs  differs
depending  on the  fomiat.  Jankowski  fiuther  states  that,  "it  is irnportmit  to
emphasize  that  the news  media  are in  business  not  only  to disseminaie
mformation  but  also  to make  a profit."  (Jankowski,  M.,, 1991,  p. 285)
The format  of  reporting
Jankowski  states  that  information  about  gangs  is delivered  to the  public  in
neivspapers  and  radio  and  television  news  shows  under  the  format  of
reportmg.  (Jankowski  1991)  However,  he states  that  due  to time  constraints
the  inforination  that  is reported  usually  contains  violence  mid/or  c'e
because  of  the  public's  interest  in  violent  or ctiminTh  acts. He  ftuther  staies
ffiat  ffie  repor'iers  o:acn label  a news  story  as "gang  related"  to avoid  liability
and  to cover  up enors  the  reporter  may  have  made in  the investigation.  This
is iLiusti-ated  by  the  comments  of  a reporter  from  Los  Angeles.
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"Gang  stories  are one  tvpe  of  story  that  is valued  because  it gets  people's
atten',ion  and  creates  enough  interest  so Uhaf people  will  continue  to watch  the
rest  of  the  news  It is also  true  that  gang-related  violence  is easier  than  some
otiier  stories  that  we  are assigned  to cover  The  main  reason  is that  we  have
an inciaent that's  occurred,  some  violent  act,  and  if  the  police  report  that  it  is
"gang-related"  cr some  of  the  witnesses  believe  that  it is "gang-related,"  then
we  report  it as being  "gang-related"  and  a lot  of  our  investigative  job  is over.
We don't  }iave  to run  down  a iead  here,  or a lead  there,  we  have  just  been
able  to save  tiine  and  get  the  saxne result---a  story  that  the  public  will
probably  find  interesting."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p. 286-7)
The.foi-mat  qf  providing  undei"standing
The  subject  of  gangs  is presented  to the  public  in  an  expanded  story
(docuinemary,  fearure  anide  or seginent  of  television  news  magazine)  in  an
effort  to provide  more  understanding  of  an event  reported  previously  on  the
daiiy  news.  The  formaf  is generally  the  smne;  a recent  event  is expmided  to
include  related  events  to form  a general  story  about  gangs.  The  informaiion
previaea  wia  iiiclude  some  of  tJie circiunstances  thaf  led  to the ce,  but
offen  provide  nothing  substantial  about  the  nature  of  the  gang.  Jankowski
cxplains  that  "because  the  viewer  is not  given  any  in-depth  understmiding  of
gangs,  she OT' he has no  way  of  comprehending  the  relationship  between  the
gang  and  the  criine.  The  result  is that  the  documentary  acts  to reinforce
another  Amerzcan  myth---the  gang."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p. 291)
Theforinar  of  emertainynent
Television  and  movies  go a step  further,  they  acknowledge  the  public's
mtcrcsz  m gangs;  but,  they  strive  to entertain  the  public  with  the  topic  of
gangs  rather  than  inform  the  public  about  gangs.  Jankowski  discusses  three
naavies  tna;  vs-ere made  about  gangs  QWest Side  Story,  The Warriors,  and
Colors).  In  each  of  the  movies  gang  members  were  presented  as poor  or
warking  ciass  maies  who  were  not  only  "losers"  but  aiso  primitive  and
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'bratany  vio2erit.  Their  parents  were  portrayed  as individuals  that  did  not  care
about  their  parental  responsibilities.  The  women  the  gang  members  interact
with  in  these  movies  are presented  as loose  or immoral  (they  engage  in open,
nonmarital  sex cr  prostitution  or thev  are  alcoholics  and/or  dnig  addicts).
These  rriovics  focus  on nomvhitc  gangs  and  nonwhite  cominuruties.
Jankowski  states  that  "When  dealing  with  gangs  and  their  communities,
Houywood  has created  mythicai  kingdoms  with  mythical  characters.  When
producers  and  directors  have  been  criticized  for  this,  as they  have  been  in  the
case  of  The Warriors,  Fort  Apache,  The  Bronx,  and  Colors,  they  have
defended  themselves  by  saving  that  their  productions  were  meant,  not  to be
docurricntaries,  tiut  to cnter'."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p. 302)
Protmow-Stith  &  Weissman  state,  "The  publicity  that  gang  violence
generates  in  the press  is anotlier  way  the  gangs  satisfy  the adolescent  hunger
for  recognition.  ()me gang  member  told  a reporter  that  every  time  a crime  is
COnlnlE:tea'  On a gaIlg'S  raI'f,  u"ie gaIlg  FEELS proud,  even  IfIIleInberS  had
nothina  to do with  it." (Prothrow-Stith,  D. &  Weissmm'i  M.,  1991,  p. 107)
However,  .Tan!<owski  s4stes, "Gangs  are not  so awestruck  by  the  media  and
the  prospects  of  being  mitten  or  talked  about  that  they  unequivocally  give
rcportcrs  whaicver  infont'ialion  they  want."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p. 302)
Jankowski  provides  the  comments  of  a twenty-year-old  gang  member  from
Los  Arigeles  to iiltzstiate  how  gangs  manipulate  the  media.
"Hey,  reponers  need  good  stories,  and  let's  face  it, gangs  are good  press.
Peopies  is iiierested  in  the  dark  side  of  the  city,  you  dig?  But  being  in  the
nci's-s  can  be -aseful  to a lot  of  us individually  and  for  the  organization  too,  so
we  geis  the  information  to the  reporters,  it's  just  that  it's  our  information.
Tney  get  what  we  say they  get  and  no  more.  We  be feeding  'em  a little  bit  to
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se  their  taste  ouas.  but  not  enougn  so tney  get  all  they  want.  It  be like  a pool
}ias'.Ie,  maii,  ir  it be gorid,  everybody's  Ixappy  'cause  nobody  knows...We  just
trying  to take  care  ofbusiness."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p. 303)
Ari an a-iic!e about media irnagcr5-,  Marilyn  Gist states; "A  key component
or  Banaura's  socia.l  cognitive  theory,  derived  from  eariier  research  on
reinforcerrient  t.".cory,  is that  jhe  environment  influences  individuals  and  their
'oetiaviora.l  ciioices.  ()tie  or  tiie  mechanisms  through  which  it does  so is self-
efficacy,  which  refers  to one's  'ielief  in  one's  capability  to perform  a task-
specificaliy,  orie's  capacity  to mobilize  the  cognitive  and  other  resources
required  to execute  a given  course  of  action  successfully."  Gist  further  states;
"-i-tie  lii'i  berween  the envii-oninem  and  seif-efficacy  is found  through
exarnining  the strongest  influences  on  self-efficacy:  personal  experience,
modeiing  ana  persiiasion.  American  media-both  print  and  broadcast-
exert  si:ficant  potential  modeling  influence  on  the  population."  (Gist,  M.,
1990  p.57',)  Gist  also  states  that  "Extending  these  findings  from  the  area  of
socia!  cogni'iive  theory  to the  issue  of  bias  in  media  presentation  of
minorities,  several  imporiant  questioxis  can  be raised.  To  what  extent  does
journalistic  bias  irifluence  the  developing  self-image  of  minority  youth?
'vv"ril-ie Ina.V  minority  youngsters  do have  strong,  positive  role  models  in  their
hori"ies  and  conaa',iqities,  those  who  do not  must  rely  to a greater  extent  on
the  secondarv  messages  and  images  modeied  in  the  mass  media.  To  the
extcrit  that  it is a cornrnon  practice  to portray  African-Americans  most
fi'equemjy  ln  a negative  iigiit-crffninais,  :  addicts,  [gang  members]  etc-
or  as positive  exat"nples  from  a ncgative  context,  strong  signals  are being  scnt
to  deveioping  African-American  youth  about  what  they  can  become."  (Gist,
M.,  1990,  p.58)
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generally  a small  close-knit  cliquc  and  membership  is not  easily  achieved.
Violent  gangs  are formed  for  emotional  gratification  where  violent  acts  are
[ae center  or uie gangs  actions.  The  different  types  of  gangs  have  one
eiement  in cornrnon.  The  activities  of  all  gangs,  whether  for  fun  or  profit,
wili  frcqucniiy  uivo!vc  a dcgyce  of  risk.
However,  Prothrcw-Srith  (1991)  and  Huff  (1990)  described  the  types  of
garigs  as scaverigcr  gangs,  tenitorial  gangs  and  corporate  gangs.  Scavenger
garigs  have  no particular  purpose  thev  cornrnit  petty  crimes  and  acts  of
violencc';ask  for  fan.  Meiribers  have  no common  bond  beyond  their  need  to
belong.  Territorial  gangs  aesignate  something,  someone  or someplace  as
bclonBing to tkic gatig  exclusivcly  (usuaIly territory). They will  defend their
territorv  (corri.rnonlv  knoivn  as turf)  from  all outsiders.  Corporate  gangs  are
well  orgaxiized  arid  their  =ain  focas  is participation  in illegal  money-making
ventures.  Huff-states  that  he used  Yablonsky's  descriptions  of  gangs  as the
foundaiion  for  Lhe garigs  iti  }iis  study.  (Huff,  1990;  Yablonsky,  &  Haskell,
1988).  HulT  further  states  that  the  corporate  gangs  resemble  delinquent
gai-igs  arid  G"iat scavenger  garigs  reserribie  both  social  and  violent  gangs.
The  literature  states  that  gangs  are predominantly  male  adolescents,  one
ou(  of  cs'cry  t,:ri  gang  mcribcrs  is a female,  gang  members  range  in  age from
ten  to twemy-one,  come  from  low-income  communities  and  are largely  Black
ah6  2-{isp=ic  ii-itTh Asiazi  gazig  membership  on  the  increase.  (Bartollas,  2990;
Cainpbeli,  1991  Longres,  1990)  The  Iiterature  also  states  that  a youth  may
ioin a gaiig ffi search of  acceptance, iden'.ity, recognition,  protection, love and
understandine  status  'respect-  and  opportunitv.  (Conly  et al., 1993;
Saiikoaivski, 199'5 Longres, 1990)
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It is riatcd  in  the  iiicraiure  that  poverty  produces  a particular  character
type  that  rinds gangs  and  gang  membership  attractive.  (Jankowski,  1991)  It
is fer  seated  tbat  dae  ta the dramatic  increase  in urban  poverty  levels,
caused  in  par(  by  the  migration  of  businesses  from  the  communitv  and  the
snii'! In fficic'a  rriarket froiix raanvracttiring  to service relatcd  3obs, gangs have
re-emerged  in some  c.ommumties.  (Conly  et al., 1993;  Lasley,1992)
The  litcraturc  indicaics  ffiat  the  media  has become  the  pary  source  of
information  <-,for the general  pubiic'j  about  gangs  but  due  to the  business
nathre  cr  t2"ic rriedia  (n(,"v'i'Spaper,  radio  and  tclevision  jourrialist)  the
information  provided  is ofien  biased  and  incomplete.  (Jankowski,  1991;
Prothrow-SCitb,  &  Wcissmati,  !991)  Prothrow-Stith  and  Weissman  state  that
"The  failure  of  the  mass  media  to accuratelv  describe  gmig  activities  has been
axi irriporiant  topic  in the  rcscarch  about  gangs  for  decades.  Writing  in  the
1970s-  the  respected  cmologist  Waiter  B. Miller  suggested  that  the  ebb
atid  flow  or  rcporters'  atid  editors'  interest  in  youth  gangs  has created  entirely
erroneous  public.  assumptions  about  gangs.  The  public  believes,  says  Miller,
L!iat pCrlOdS  Oi'  iIiLcnse  and  'l 1()2CZIL gc'lng  aLtlVlt}'  haVe,  III  receIlt  decades,  been
punctuated  by perioas  at- gar'.g  inactrvity.  The  tnith  is, Miller  wrote,  gang
;icLivity  iias  xcniained  cozismiC  osacr the decades.  What  has waxed  and  waned
is the  interest  of  journalists."  (Prot}irow-Stith,  I),,  &  Weissman,  M.,  1991)
The  in;icrcs"c  <rr  joarnalisC  is driven  by  the  media's  need  to earn  a profit.  The
media  recogrnizes  the  priblic's  mterest  in  the  sensational  and  in  recent  years
gang Violence naS taken On f2ia[ quali[>' lVltb !he 11Se Of autOInajlC eapons
and  drive-by  shootings.  The  literature  also  states  that  gangs  and  gang
mrtribers  mauipa!ate  thc  media  aiid  in  so doing  present  a distorted  image  of
gangs.  (.Jankowski,  199L  Prothrow-Stith.  &  Weissman,  1991)
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The variables  that  l observed  are gangs,  poverty,  mid  the  media.
Thcrc were  immediate  probicms  with  defining  what  is meant  by  a "gang".
Miller  states  that  social  sc.iemists  must  define  what  a gang  is in  order  to
coaritcract  ffie  effects  of  t2ic manipulation  of  the  term  by  people  outside  the
social  scierice  profession.  He  argues  that  t}ie  police  and  the  media  broadens
or  narrows  the concept  of  what  constitutes  a gang  to fit  their  owrn  needs  and
interest.  (,'Huff-  1990:)  The  definition  used  for  the  purpose  of  this  research  is,
"A  youai  gaxig  is a scif-foricd  association  of  peers,  bound  together  by
mutual  inter'ests,  with  identifiable  leadership,  well-developed  lmes  of
atxThority,  ana oLhcr  orgariizational  features,  who  act  in  concert  to achieve  a
specif'ic liurriose  or purooses which  generally  inc.lude the conduc.t of  illegal
activiiy  and  coritrol  over  a particular  territory,  facility,  or  type  of  enterprise  "
(Huff.  c.. 1990.  p. 45) Poverty  is based  on the  United  States  govemrnent's
Or!i(:;a1 pO'l'er:}  gaidcllnc  (lhe nlcdiaIi  amOllIlt  Of  InCOIIle  neCeSSaI'7  to meet
the dailv  needs  of  food  and  shelter  for  a family  or individual).  The  media
rc'crs  l<> i2ic organized  radio,  television  and  newspaper  jounialist.
Data  far  th'is research  was  collected  on two  levels,  interviews  with  local
rCSOlirC(,' pcop2c  ai2d !h(,' r('Vi('l'V  Of  eXIStlng  StlldleS,  bOOkS aIld  govenllnent
doc'amenls.  The  initial  method  of  data  collection  was  the  review  of
cxistixig  s[udics,  books  and  government  documents  about  gangs.  The
secondarv  method  was  data  ccillected  from  interviews  with  local  resource
peopSL.
The  researcher  coliected  literature  (initial  method)  from  Augsburg
Coiicgc's  li!arai-y  and  from  \i"iison  Library  at the  University  of  Minnesota.
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The  reseaic:ier  corriparcd  aata  (a'bout  iypes  of  gangs,  social  charactenshcs
oi'  gang  members,  who  are gang  members,  what  causes  youth  to join  gangs,
axe r<>!c or  pavsrt)  aiia  fhc roie  of  [tic  media)  from  the literafure  (Bartollas,
1990,'  Huff-  1990:Jankowski,  199L  Lasley,  1992;  Longres,  1990:  Miller.
2982  & 2983;  Yabloxis2<y,  &  r-IasRel2, 1988)  with  data  collected  from  the
interviews  with  k)cal  resource  people.
TbC rcsc=chcr  inicr\;eWe:a  E\C  professionals  WhO CllITe4  WOrk  Wlfh
.iuveriiles  aria young  aaults. The  mterview  population  was  deliberately
chascn  or  2iana-picked  for  thc  stady'S  purposes  (purposive  orjudgmental
sampled. lnitial  contact was made by telephone and followed  with the in-
pcrSca  Li'ifCrVIC'vV.  Tiic  iZikerVlel\  population  COnSlS(ed  Of  fOllIa  rIlen  aIld  One
womaxr  who  an worked  at the same  organization.  The  interview  population
v*VCre :A! AfIricari  Amcrica"is.  The  m[erviews  were  conducted  in the
participants  of-fices  within  their  organization.
Eacri  participao[  WaS givcn  a consent  form  (Appcndix  A)  from  Augsburg
College  and told  why  the  questions  were  being  asked. Each  participant  was
fOS(i' Gia': NUS Or }ier  paZaticipatlon  lVaS voluntary  and that  they  could  choose  not
Lo answer  ariy or all oflhe  questions.  Each  participant  was  infomied  of  how
thc rcsc;ctshcr  infcndcd  to use thc research  data  as the  basis  for  is  thesis
requirement  for  the Master  of  Social  Work  degree.  Each  participant  was
given  a copy  of  Lhe inicrview  gaidc  (Appendix  B). The  researcher  asked  the
questions:  arid rec.orded  the information  on  a separate  form.
Strctatztix  of  nxethado!og):
The  strenirh  of  this  studv  was  the abundance  of  research  literature
abotit  javciffls  gangs.  The  reseai-ciier  found  severai  studies,  books  and
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gavc=czi;
 docari:iczxts.
 The
 researchcr
 also  was
 able
 to view
 a video
tape
 from  Hennenin
 Count-y
 Staff  Development
 (Gang
 Awareness)
 thai
provided
 valmble
 background
 inforination
 about
 gang
 activities.
I-imitaiirm
 q.!arnethodolo,av
Tiic
 !aaiiatiaa
 ar aie
 'x'as[hodology
 was
 the  researchers
 litnited
 u'itcrvie
populaticr'i.
 I-he  researcher's
 original
 intemew
 population
 was  to
 include
 ten
praf";ssiaiia2s
 (who
 qirv'Or!<
 Vvlal
 i:vcrii2es
 or
 young
 adults)
 and
 'ns?e Mpls
Poiiceman
 l'y'om the
 gatig
 uni.
 The
 live  policemmi
 had
 to postpone
 their
invoivcr.cnL
 until
 a Iatcr
 da':c
 axid 'fisie
 of  the
 youth
 worker
 professionals
declined
 due
 to an
 intemal
 problem
 at their
 organization.
 Due
 to titne
Siixiita:i<;;is
 The researc2ici'
 was
 anablc
 to reschedule
 the
 interviews
 with  the
five  police
 o'fficers
 frem
 the  gang
 unit
 and
 was  also  unable
 to
 replace
 the
 five
!;Outb
 l',  <,J"iQ;.)r
 prOfessiena'sa
'Fiiiii'i'xigs
The
 r;scar:}ici's
 rcviciv
 of
 existing
 literature
 provided
 the
 following
irifc'n'riaticri.
DCfii2j4jC;rl
 Oj  (4 ,"ang
'l-he
 literature
 states  tiiai
 gangs
 have
 existed
 in
 the  United
 States
 for  many
ycars
 azid that
 thc
 dcmition
 of
 what
 corhtitutes
 a "gang"
 depends
 on  who
 is
defining
 the
 term
 and '[-or
 what
 purpose.
 (Conlv
 et al.,
 1993;  Huff,
 1990:
-Tani<osvsi,
 i991;
 Loxigrcs,
 1990;
 Spcrge!,
 1984;
 Yablonsky,
 &  Haskell,
19882
 An example
 ofttie
 confusion
 surrounding
 the definition
 can
 be found
ui ulk:
 rot:oi'vai'fig
 IIS:,'
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"One
 researcher
 defined
 gangs
 as
 groups
 of  youths
 and  young
 adults
 with
varying
 degrees
 of
 cohesion
 and
 structure,
 who  have  regular
 contact
 with
each  other,  ways  of  identifying
 their
 group
 (e.g.,
 a name),
 and
 rules
 of
behavior
 for
 the group..
A  youth  worker
 says
 thaf  he
 prefers
 to think
 of
 "gang"
 as a verb,
 not  a
noun.
 It  is a process
 through
 which  young
 people
 participate
 in  the
 gang
experience.
 To see
 a gang
 only
 as a criminal
 group
 is not  valid.
 Gang
activity
 involves
 doing
 things
 with  friends,
 which
 sometimes
 includes
criminal
 activity.
 Criminal
 activity
 is
 usually
 something
 that
 a gang
 member
participates
 in for
 selfish
 reasons,
 not
 for  the
 good
 of  the
 gang.
Another
 researcher
 offered
 the following:
 A  gang
 is
 'a couectivity
 whose
members
 range
 in
 age from
 their
 early
 teens
 to their
 mid-twenties,
 who  are
frequently
 and
 deliberaiely
 involved
 in criminal
 acts, who
 have
 a group
identification
 (typically
 a name
 and  perhaps
 a territory
 or turf),
 for  which
ieadership
 is
 better
 defined
 than
 in  an
 informal
 group.'
A  law  enforcement
 officer
 relied  on a statutory
 definition:
 A gang
 is an
ongoing,
 organized
 association
 of  three
 or more  persons,
 whether
 formal
or informal,
 who  have  a
 common
 name
 or common
 signs,
 colors,
 or
 symbols,
and  members
 or associaies
 who
 individuaily
 or collectively
 engage
 in  or have
engaged
 in  aA
 activity."
 (Conly
 et al.,
 1993,
 p.6)
The
 researcher
 found
 thai  MiJier's
 definition
 of
 a "gang"
 which
 was
arrived
 at by
 a national
 survey
 of  law
 enforcement
 personnel
 as well
 as other
professionals
 who
 work  with  juveniJes
 and
 young
 adults,
 was
 mentioned
 in
several
 surveys
 (Bartollas,
 1990;
 Huff,
 1990;
 Lasley,
 1992;)
 Miller's
definition
 states
 that
 "A  youth  gang  is
 a self-formed
 association
 of  peers,
bound
 togcther
 by
 mutual
 mterests,
 with  identifiable
 leadership,
 well-
developed
 lines
 of
 authority,
 and
 other
 organizaiional
 feafures,
 who
 act  m
concert
 to achieve
 a specific
 purpose
 or purposes
 which
 generally
 include
 the
conduct
 of  iiiegal
 activity
 and  control
 over
 a particular
 tenitory,
 facility,
 or
type  of
 enterprise."
 (Huff,
 c., 2990,  p. 45)
The
 researcher
 found
 that  there
 are
 three
 basic
 types
 of gangs.
 Social
gangs,
 delinquent
 gangs
 mid  violent
 gangs.
 (Bartonas,
 1990;
 Conly
 et al.,
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1993,,
 Hagedom,
 2991;
 Huff,
 2990;
 Longres,
 1990;
 Spergel,
 1984,
 1986;
Yablonsky,
 &
 Haskell,
 1988)
 Social
 gangs
 are
 a group
 of  individuals
 that
know
 each
 other
 intimately
 and
 their
 activities
 center
 around
 a specific
location.
 Members
 usually
 wear
 club
 jackets
 or other
 mticles
 of
 clothing
 that
would
 identify
 them
 to
 the
 larger
 community.
 Activities
 are
 socially
dominated.
Delinquent
 gmigs
 are a group
 of
 individuals
 thaf
 get
 together
 to perform
illegal
 acts
 such
 as
 burglary,
 petty
 theft
 mid
 other
 ces
 as a
 means
of  getting
 money.
 A delinquent
 gang
 is
 generally
 small,
 mobile
 and
 intirnaie.
Vtolent
 gangs,
 according
 to the
 literature
 are
 fonned
 with
 the
 express
ptu'pose
 of
 committing
 violence.
 The
 gang
 organize
 around
 gang
 war
activities.
 Metnbership
 is
 constantly
 in
 flux
 and
 members
 will
 exaggerate
the
 size
 of  the gang
 as
 apsychological
 weapon.
Huff
 later
 identified
 three
 further
 gmig
 types;
 scavenger
 gangs,
territorial
 gangs
 and
 corporate
 gangs.
 (Huff,
 1990)
 Huff
 fiuther
 stafed
 thai
the
 scavenger
 gang
 resembles
 the
 social
 and
 violent
 gmig.
 Also,
 the
corporaie
 gang
 may
 have
 initially
 Iooked
 Iike
 the
 delinquent
 gang
 but
 it
evolved
 into
 an
 organization
 whose
 main
 purpose
 is
 the
 participation
 in
illegal
 money
 making
 ventures.
In
 scavenger
 gmigs,
 members
 act
 impulsively
 and
 their
 only
 bond
 is their
need
 to beIong.
 They
 commit
 acts
 of
 violence
 just
 for
 fun.
 (Huff,
 1990)
Territonal
 gangs
 define
 an
 area
 w  it's
 teitory
 (turf)
 and
 they
 will
 defend
it
 from
 all
 outsiders
 with
 physical
 violence.
 (Huff,
 2990)
Co@orate
 gangs
 are
 well-organized
 groups
 thai
 pmticipate
 in illegal
money
 making
 ventures.
 They
 have
 strong
 leaders
 and
 each
 member's
selection
 is based
 on
 what
 he can
 provide
 the
 organizaiion.
 (Huff,
 1990)
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Corporaie  gangs  according  to Huff  evolve  from  scavenger  gangs.  Scavenger
gangs  provide  an entrv  into  gang  membership  and  as the  youth  becomes  more
involved  in  the  gang  activities  they  moved  into  the  territorial  stage. Duig
this  stage  they  designate  an  area  as theirs  and  physically  defend  this  area  with
the  use  of  violence.  Through  organization  and  consolidafion  of  their
resources  they  move  into  the  corporate  stage,  where  the  goal  of  existence  is
profit  from  their  inegaI  activities.  (Huff,  1990)
The  characteristics  of  gang  members  where  reported  as essentially  the
same  as past  periods.  (Bartollas,  1990)
1. Gmig  members  were  primarily  male.  (One  out  of  every  ten  gang
members  is a female)
2. Gang  members  range  in  age  from  ten  to twenty-one.
3. Gang  members  come  from  low-income  communities.
4. Gang  members  were  largely  Black  and  Hispanic,  with  Asian  gang
members  increasing  in  ntunbers.
(Bartollas,  2990; Carnpbell,  1991,a Lasley,  1992;  Longres,  1990)
Conly  (et. al.)  stafe  that  youths  join  gangs  for  the  following  reasons;
a. A  need  for  identity.
b. A  need  for  recognition.
c. A  need  for  protection.
d. A  need  for  love  and  understanding.
e. A  need  for  status.
f. A  need to belong.
(Conly  et al., 1993)
Jankowski  states the reasons youths  join  gangs are (1) material  incentives,
(2) recreation,  (3) a place  of  refuge  and camouflage,  (4) physical protection,
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(5) a time  to resist  (living  lives  like  their  parents).  (Jankowski,  1991)
Chris  Baca,  director  of  Youth  Development,  Inc.,  in  Albuquerque,  cttes
poverty  as a factor  in  gang  involvement.  (McKinney,  1988) Jankowski  states
that,  "poverty  produces  a pmticular  character  type-not  necessarily  the
poorest  or those  from  single-parent  or troubled  families---thaf  finds  the  gang
especially  attractive."  (Huff,  c., 1990,  p.48)  "In  recent  decades,  gmigs  have
come  to be associated  with  the entrenched  poverty  of  inner  city
neighborhoods  that  have  been  denuded  of  manufacturing  and other  non-
service  jobs."  (Prothrow-Stith,  D. &  Weissman,  M.,  1991,  p.98)
Several  studies  state  that  gangs  emerge  in  lower  class neighborhoods
due to economic, racial and aze-role conditions that limit  the way males can
fulfill  traditional  expectations.  (Hagedom,  1991,,  Longres,  1990)
"CTh  and drug-oriented  gangs,  on the other  hand,  are likely  to emerge  in
neighborhoods  mired  in  poverty.  When  legitimate  opportunities  are blocked,
illegitirnate  opporturuties  emerge  to take  their  place  (Cloward  &  Ohlin,  1960:
Spergel,  1984)."  (Longres,  J., 1990,  p.328)  Hagedorn  states  in  is  study
about  gangs  and  neighborhoods  that  he Iooked  at five  of  Milwaukee's  poorest
and all-black  census  tracts.  Thirty  percent  of  the  families  were  living  below
the  poverty  level  established  by  the  United  States  government  and  fifty-Unree
percent  were  living  on AFDC.  This  area  was  home  to several  gangs  and
illegaI  activities  to support  the  gang  members.  (Hagedorn,  J., 199I)
According  to Jmikowski,  the  media  devoted  a large  mnount  of  time
and  resources  to the  topic  of  gangs. (Jankowski,  1991)  He  further  stated
that  the  media  delivered  information  about  gangs  in three  formats  (a) they
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reported  informafion  about  an event  (usually  a violent  ce),  (b)  they  sought
to provide  an understanding  of  gmigs  through  the medium  of  the
doctunentary.  This  was  accomplished  by  taking  a small  story  and  expanding
it with  new  information.  (c)  They  sought  to entertain  by fictionalizing  the
gang  experience.  (Jankowski,  1992)  Prothrow-Stith  &  Weissman  stafe  thaf
"The  publicity  that  gang  violence  generates  in  the press  is another  way  the
gmigs  satisfy  the adoIescent  hunger  for  recognition."  (Prothrow-Stith  &
Weissman,  1991,  p. 107)  Jmikowski  indicates  that  gang  members  manipulate
the media  for  their  purposes.  "Gangs  are not  so awestruck  by the media  and
the prospects  of  being  written  or talked  about  that  they  unequivocally  give
reporters  whafever  information  they  want."  (Jankowski,  M.,  1991,  p.302)
Marilyn  Gist  talks  about  Bandura's  social  cognitive  theory  and media
'un:qery. Gist  staies  that  "The  link  belween  the environment  and  sel[-effrcacy
is found  through  examining  the  strongest  influences  on self-efficacy:  personal
experience,  modeling  and  persuasion.  American  media-both  pffit  and
broadcast-exert  significant  potential  modeling  influence  on  the  population."
(Gist,  M., 2990,  p.5  7) Gist  futher  staies  thai  if  we  extend  the  findings
from  the area  of  social  cognitive  theory  to bias  in  the media's  presentation
of  minorities.  Gist  highlights  how  the common  practice  of  the  media  is to
portray  Afirican-Americmis  in negative  situations,  frequently  as cals,
drugdealers,  and gang  members.  Gist  questions  whether  African-American
youth  can overcome  the  negative  secondary  messages  and  images  modeled
in  the  mass  media  about  whaf  they  can  become.  (Gist,  1990)
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Interviews  with  local  resource  people
The  researcher's  meetings  with  local  resource  people  (professionals
working  with  juveniles  and  young  adults)  provided  the  following
information.
The  researcher  asked  each  respondent;  In  your  contact  with  juveniles
and  young  adults,  please  rate  the  level  of  gang  involvement  for  each  of
the  fonowing  etbiffc  groups  high,  medium,  or }ow.  (see Table  #1)
TABLE#I Responses,  n=l8
I -
Low  Medium  High'
AfricanArnerican  X  XXX
NativeAmerican  XX  X
AsianAmerican  X  XX  X
Hispanic  XX  X
Caucasian XX  X X  i
...  =-=  --  -  .1
The  respondents  felt  that  African  Americans  had  a higher  level  of
involvement  with  gangs.  Three  responded  that  African  American  youth  had
a high  level  of  involvement  with  gangs,  whereas  one  responded  thai  Asians
had  a high  level  of  involvement  with  gangs  and  one  responded  thaf
Caucasians  had  a high  level  of  involvement  with  gangs.  One  respondent
did  not  rate  the  Native  Americans  or  the  Hispanics.  One  respondent  did
not  answer  the  question.
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The  respondents
 were  asked
 at what
 age do
 you
 feel  youth
 become
 involved
in  gang
 activity?
 (see Table
 #2)
TABLE#2 n=4
5 to
 7
ffljl
 a  Nllllll
 Ill mnaaffl
 1111
 } ffl I }  #l
 }
 #0#
:
 8tolO
 _
 .
 I
-
 -
 I
lltol3
 XXX
 '
14to
 16
 X
 fflN  I I I I 10 
 
17tol9
One  respoxident
 did
 not  answer.
Three
 of  the
 five  respondents
 felt  that
 youth
 become
 involved
 with
 gang
activity
 between
 11
 to 13
 years
 of  age
 and
 one felt
 that
 youth
 becotne
involved
 with
 gang
 activity
 between
 14 to
 16 years
 of  age.
The  respondents
 were  asked
 at
 whaf
 age do
 you  feel  intervention
 techniques
have  the
 most
 likelihood
 of  success?
 (see Table  #3)
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TAJ3LE  #3 n=4
5to7  X
8toIO  XXX
11 to 13
14 tO 16
17tol9
One  respondent  did  not  answer.
One  respondent  felt  that  intetvention  techniques  have  the  most  likelihood  of
success  at 5 to 7 years  of  age.  Three  respondents  felt  thaj  intervention
techniques  have  the  most  iikelihood  of  success  af 8 to 20 years  of  age.
The  respondents  syere  asked:  In  your  opinion,  does  the  media  (newspapers,
television,  radio)  influence  gangs?  (see Table  #4)
TABLE  #4 ni
Yes  (influence)  XX
No  (influence)  XX
One  did not  answer.
Two  responded  yes (influence).
Two  responded  no (influence).
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'The  respondents  were  asked;  In  your  opinion,  does  the  media  (newspapers,
television,  radio)  present  an accurate  view  of  gang  members?  (see Table  #5)
TABLE#5 n=S
Yes  (accurate  view)
No  (accuraieview)  XXXXX
All  (five)  respondents  responded  No.  All  (fivc)  respondents  felt  thai  the
media  did  not  present  an accurate  view  of  gang  members.
Respondents  were  asked  to choose  the  three  most  cornmon  reasons
youth  join  gangs.  (see Table  # 6)
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TABLE#6 n=ll
Needtobelong  XXX  (3)
Familyproblerns  X  (1)
Money  X  (1)
Excitement  X  (I)  '
,,
 
Status  X  (1) '
I
'Lack  of  role  models
.'Protection  X  (I)
Lackofaltematives  XX  (2)
Power  X  (1)
Cornrnon  interests
Family  in  gang
m  ,  -  11€  ffl  ffim
Educational  issues
One  respondent  did  not  answer.
The  respondents  felt  the  reasons  youth  join  gangs  were;
The  need  to belong  (3),  lack  of  alternatives  (2),  family  problems  (1),
money 0).  excitement (1), status (i),  protection (1) and power (1).
The  respondents  vrere  asked;  What  do you  feel  are  the  (three  most  common)
main  pro'oieins  facing  juveniies  and  voung  adults?  (see  Table  #7)
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TABLE  #7 n=I2
Poverty  xx  (2)
'Lackoffarnilyinvolvement  x  (1)  I
Lack  of  community  involvement  x  (1)
Lack  of  positive  role  mode]s
Nohopeforthefuture  xx  (2)  '
'Educationalissues  x  (I)  '
i I
Dnigs  xxx  (3)
........,., I
Peerpressure  x  (1)
I  as
Gangs  x  (1)
Teen  pregnancv
One  responderit  did  not  anSWer.
The  respondents  felt  the  three  most  common  problems  facing  juveniles  and
young  adults  were:,
Dnigs  (3),  poverty  (2),  no  hope  for  the  future  (2),  lack  of  family  involvement
(I),  Iack  of  community  involvement  (1),  educational  issues  (1),  peer  pressure
(1),  and  gangs  (1).
Gangs  in Twin  Cities
The  literature  reviewed  compared  to infortnation  received  from  local
resources  indicate  that  the  reasons  that  youth  become  involved  in  gangs  is
no  different  m  the  Twin  Cities  tnan  in  any  other  area  of  the  United  States.
They  are pa."ily  African-American  males;  however,  all  ethnic  groups  are
represented  in }ocal  gangs.  They  join  for  various  reasons;  but,  identity,  a
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need  to belong,  lack  of  moral  and  spiritual  values  have  been  identified  as the
pary  reasons.  (Diaz,  K.,  1991)
Limitations
The  greatest  advantage  of  my  study  was  that  there  is a large  body  of
literature  around  the  subject  of  juvenile  gangs.  I was  able  to review  literature
from  different  periods  of  time  which  was  also  mi advantage.
One  of  the  limitaiions  of  In}r  study  was  the  small  interview  population  and
the  fact  that  they  were  from  one  organization.  The  respondents  were  all
African  Americans  which  could  possibly  be a bias  in  the  interview  sample
as they  may  not  be representative  of  the  professional  population  that  currently
works  with  juveniles  and  young  adults.  Another  limitafion  of  the  study  was
the  fact  that  due  to time  constraints  the  researcher  was  unable  to increase
the  interview  population  when  several  potential  interviewees  had  to postpone
their  participation.  The  researcher  requested  statistics  (number  of  gang
mezribers  in  Minneapolis,  ages,  ethnic  background)  from  the  Mimneapolis
Police  Gang  Unit;  however,  the  Minneapolis  Police  Gang  Unit  did not
provide  the  requested  information  in  time  to meet  the  researcher's  deadline.
Another  limitation  was  that  one  of  the  local  resource  people  chose  not  tc,
answer  several  of  the  questions
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Concliisions
Street  gangs  are a fact  of  life  in  every  major  city  in  the  United  States
and  the  characteristics  of  gang  members  has remained  constant  over  the
years.  The  reasons  youths  join  gangs  are vied  but  they  too  have  rernamed
constant  over  the  years.  Who  joins  a gang  and  why  they  join  have been the
central  issue  of  many  studies  about  youth  gangs.  However,  the  media  and its
handling  of  the  gang  issue  presents  a distorted  image  of  gangs  to the
American  public.
Gangs  are  made  up of  members  f3rom all ethnic  groups  but  the  youth
gangs  in  the  United  States  today  are mostly  young  (between  10 to 21 years
old)-  male  and  mostlv  African  American  and  Hispanic.  They  join  gangs
looking  for  identity,  status,  recognition,  protection,  money  and  opportunity
and  the  gang  provides  all  of  these  necessary  developmental  issues  of
adolescents.
In  recent  years,  the  poverty  caus;ed  by  the  loss  of  manufacturing  jobs
in  the  inner  city  has also  made  gang  membership  attractive.  Gangs  provide
income  for  its members  through  various  illegal  activities.  Currently
"corporaie  gangs",  u'hose  main  purpose  is economic  gain,  control  the  sale  of
drugs  in  most  American  cities.  Gang  activities  in  the  inner-city  must  be
taken  into  consideration  with  the  economic  decline  caused  by  the  loss  of  the
manufactug  base.  Youth  join  scavenger  gangs  as  an  entry  into  gang
membership.  Scavenger  gangs  evolve  into  territorial  gangs  as members
seek  power  and  control  over  mi area  to call  their  own,  at this  stage  members
will  use  violence  to protect  their  territory  (turf).  Territorial  gangs  evolve  into
coyoraie  gangs  as members  pursue  their  goal  for  profits.  At  this  stage,
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menabers  will  make  any  sacrifice  to ensure  thai  the  profits  continue  from  their
illegal  ventures.
The  media,  in  their  search  for  higher  m'id  higher  "ratings",  colludes
with  gangs  to present  an image  of  inner  city  youth  that  is distorted.  'This
aLSiance often  acts as a recraitrnent  tool  for  gangs.  The  media  must  confront
the  dilemma  of  presenting  the  coverage  of  gangs  inn  a manner  that  is fair  and
accurate.
In  a recent  autobiography  by  Sanyika  Shakur  (a.k.a.  Kody  Scott,  a.k.a.
Monster)  the  author  details  his  life  as a Los  Angeles  gang  member.  He  states
the  following  in  response  to }iis  mother's  inquiry.  "I  strode  out  into  the
dayroom  visiting  area  and  sat next  to her.  For  a few  seconds  she said
nott'ting.  Then  she looked  straight  into  my  eyes  with  the  most  puzzling  look
and  spoke  through  quivering  lips.  'Kody,  whai  has happened  to you?  at
is wrong7'  And  for  the  first  time  in  a while  I started  to shed  tears  and  could
not  speak.  Raismg  my  head  to look  her  honestly  in  the  eyes,  I said,  'Idon't
know,'and  meant  it. My  life  was  totally  consumed  by  all  aspects  of  gang  life.
I had  tunied  my  bedroom  into  a virtual  command  post,  launching  aitacks
from  my  house  with  escalating  frequency.  My  clothes,  walk,  talk,  and
attitude  all  reflected  my  love  for  and  allegiance  to my  set. Nobody  was  more
important  than  my  homeboys----nobody.  In  fact,  the  only  reason  my  little
brother  and  I stayed  close  is because  he  joined  the  set."  (Scott,  K.,  1993,  p.
69)
The  literature  indicates  that  Kody  Scott  joined  a gang  in  search  of  identity
atid  a need  to belong.  The  task  for  social  workers  and  the  social  work
profession  is to orge  and  mobilize  communities  through  developing
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prc4-ams  wii!iii'i  uie edacaiiona'  setting that provide youth self-esteem and
opportunity.  Organizations  wiffiin  the  cornrnunitv  are a key  resource  and
tney  rm"s;  bc included  in  The formation  of  any  solution  to eradicate  gang
tnvolvement  by youth  and  young  adults.
Tiye foljowing  at-e rcconxinendatiom fur  social work.
>The  secial  work  pro'fession  must  take  an active  role  in  the  efforts  to
eradicate  gangs  and the root  cames  of  gang  membership  (poverty,  Iow self-
esteem  lack  of  education  and  lack  of  opportunities).  In  order  to achieve  this
more  education  is needed  for  socia!  workers  on  the  formafion  of  gangs  and
gang  interactions.
>Thc  prevention  of  gangs  atid  the  interventioxi  methods  used must  be
sensitive  to t}ie needs  of  the  cornrnunity  and  of  the  potential  gang  members.
>Strategies  need  to be developed  to start  intervention  techniques  within
the  potential  gang  population  at an early  age.  Intervention  techniques  could
ii-ic!vac  oatreach  effcr;s  and  groupwork  to improve  self-esteem  and  identity
issues.  Gang  experts  state  that  gang  membership  starts  as early  as eight  years
old. Therefore,  intervention  needs  to start  with  the  first  and  second  grade
levels  in  school  (five  to seven  years  old)  in  order  to be effective.
>Social  tsorkers  azid teachers  need  to increase  their  current  collaborative
work  m relation  to gang  prevention.  For  example,  teachers  are in  a unique
positiori,  t}irough  their  robes as educafors  they  have  first  hand  knowledge  of
students  that  are in danger  of  falling  behind  their  peer  groups  (which  could
cause  scif-estcein  and  identity  problems).  Teachers  could  refer  all  such
students  to sociar  workers  (withm  the  school  setting)  to address  issues  of
self-estccrri  arid  i&eriLity.  However,  educafion  is the  key  to improvement  m
self-esteem  and  identitv.  Education  also  provides  more  altematives  for
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individuals.  Gangs  are a major  problem  in  this  country,  and  only  bough  a
united  concerted  effort  with  a cornmitment  of  money  and  personnel
resources  are we  going  to have  success  in  solving  the  problem  of  youth
gangs.
Resoaarces  s}iould  be invested  in  commtu'iity  education.  For  example,
more  resources  should  be invested  in  community  programs  such  as
after-school  tators  (within  the  neighborhood  centers)  to give  youngsters  the
opportunitv  to improve  their  educational  skills.  Communities  can  be
educated  through  a block  by  block  organizing  effort.  Leaders  could
be identified  from  non-gang  members  as well  as former  gang  members  in  the
cornrnunity.  Indigenous  staff  would  be extremely  important  as they  have
more  of  a stake  in the  outcome.  Indigenous  staff  could  be used  to provide
crisis  counseling  and  to restrain  gang  violence.  Social  workers  based  in  the
cornrnunitv-  working  with  the  community  leaders  could  facilitate  the
atilizatiori  of  esfflb2ished  agericy  resources  as the  need  arises.  These  visible
activities  within  the  cornrnuruty  could  do  much  in  the  fight  to eradicate  gang
activity  However,  the fight  to eradicate  gangs  from  our  communities  must
also  include  economic  incentives  as well.  There  must  be m'i incre:me  in
economic  and  social  opportunities  for  inner-city  youth.  Otherwise  youth
and  young  adults  will  have  no  incentive  to invest  in  mainstrearn  behaviors.
Research  is also  needed  to determine  new  ways  to deliver  services  to resistant
populations  (gangs)  that  traditionally  reject  social  senzices.  However,  in
oraer  to achieve  a dccrease  iii  gang  activity,  children  in  the  inner-city  must  be
provided  more  positive  options  than  are currently  available  today.
Luis  Rodriguez  in  his  autobiography  states  that  if  gang  members  had
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viable  options  they  would  quit the gangs. (Rodriguez, L., 1993) It is our
responsibility  to lake  action,  identify  a plan and provide viable options to
youtJns arid  young  adults in  our  cornmuruties. Youths and young adults
that  feel  that  they  are valued  in  the cornrnunity  will not have a need to join
gangs.
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Appendix  A
Urban  gangs:  The  dynamics  of  poverty,  the  media  and  gang  membership.
Consent  Form
You  are  invited  to be in a research  study  of  street  gangs:  "defined  as a self-formed
association  of  peers,  bound  together  by  mutual  interests,  is'ith  identifiable  leadership,
well  developed  lines  of  authority,  and  other  organizational  features,  who  act
 in
concert  to acliieve  a specific  purpose  or  purposes  which  generally  include  the
 conduct
of  iiiegal  activitv  and  control  over  a particuiar  territory,  facility,  or  type  or enterprise"
per  C. Ba.nollas  in  his  book  Jxrvenile  Delinquency.  The  studv  will  cxplore  the
connection  between  poverty,  the  n'iedia  and  gang  membership.  You  were  selected
 as
a possible  participant  because  of  your  professionaJ  involvement  with  jirveniles  and
youi'ig  adults.  We  ask that  you  read  this  form  and  ask any questions  you  may
 
mve
before  agreeing  to be in the  study.
aThis study  is being  conducted  by  Chalmers  Lee  Davis,  a graduate  (MSW)  student  in
the  Depaffmerit  of  Social  Work  of  Augsburg  College,  2211 Riverside  Avenue,
Minneapolis.  Minnesota  55454.
Background  Tnformation:
The  purpose  of-this  study  is to investigate  the  possible  link  between  poverty,
 the
media  and gang  membership.  This  will  be accomplished  in two  steps.  I will
 review
exising  research  literature  and  collect  new  information  through  interviews  to
determine  the  effect  of  poverty,  and  the  media  (newspaper,  radio  and  teIevision)  on
gang  menibership.  The  study  wiii  also  identify  what  causes  kids  to  join  gangs  and
who  the  kids  are that  join  gangs.  The  media  in  the  United  States  paints  a portrait  of
gang  members  as predominantly  youth  of  color,  is this  accurate?  The  study  
will
determine  if  the  media's  assessment  is correct.  Research  in  this  area  is relevant
because  of  the  many  problems  that  radiate  out  from  the  activities  of  gang  members
tht  affect  all  societv.
Procedures:
lf  you  agree  to be in  this  study,  we  wouid  ask  you  to do the  following:
-Participate  in  a fifteen  to  thirty  mintrte  interview  with  the  researcher.  The
researcner  iviil  provide  you  with  an  interview  guide  (list  of  interview  questions)  at the
start  of  the interview.  The  researcher  will  then  ask  the  questions  and  write  
out  your
responses.  Your  participation  is entireiy  voluntary.  You  may  choose  not  to
 amwer
any  questions  during  the  interview.
Risks  and  Benefits  of  Being  in the Studv:
There  are no  risks  involved  in this  study  for  the  participants.
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Il'iere  arc rio benefits  involved  for  panicipaiion  in this  study.
You  will  receive  zero  (SO) payment  for  participation  in this  study.
Compensation:
None.
Confiaentialiiy:
Ail  names  and  addresses  wili  be removed  from  interview  rccords  
and  replaced  by  an
identification  number.  A master  identification  file  ivill  be created
 linking  names  to
numbers  to permit  later  corrections  if  needed.  This  file  will  not  be available
 except
for  legitimate  purposes.  Your  responses  to the  interview  questions  
will  remain
confidential,  only  the  researcher  will  have  access  to the master  identification
 file.
The  records  of  this  study  will  be kept  private.  In  any sort  of  repon  
we  might  publish,
we  will  not  iriclude  any  information  that  will  make  it possible  to identify
 
a subject.
Research  records  will  be kept  in  a locked  file;  only  the researchers  will
 have  access  to
flie  recori.
Voluntarv  Naturc  of  the  Studv:
Your  decision  whether  or not  to participate  will  not  affect  your  cunent
 or future
reiations  with  the College,  Minneapolis  Poiice  Department,  The  City
 Inc.,  or the
Urban  League  (or  other  agencies  through  which  the  research  is conducted).  Ifyou
decidc  to participate,  you  are free  to withdraw  at any  time  without  affecting
 those
relationships.
Your  participation  in  this  study  is voluntary.
Contacts  aad 0uestiorb:
The  researcher  conducting  this  study  is Chalmers  Lee  Davis,  LSW.  You
 may  ask  any
questions  you  have  now.  If  you  have  questions  later,  you  may  contact
 him  at
Heancpin  County  Childrcn  and  Farnilv  Services,  525 Portland  Avenue,
 
Minncapolis,
Minnesota  55415.  Phone  (612)  348-7532.
Tliesis  Advisor:  Dr.  Rosemary  Link,  Augsburg  College,  Department  of
 
Social  Work,
22]1  Riverside  Avenue,  eapolis,  esota  55454.  Phone  (612)  330-1147.
Yori  will  be given  a c.opy ofthe  form  to keep  for  your  records.
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Statement  of  Consent:
I have  read  the  above  information.  I have  asked  questions  and  have  received
answers.  l consent  to participate  in  the study.
Signature Date
Signaturc  of  Investigator
Date
(Researcher)
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Appendix  B
Urban  gangs:  The  dynamics  of  poverty,  the  media
and  gang  membership.
INTERVIEW  GUIDE
1. Ho'u-  long  liave  you  worked  as a professional  involved  with  juveniles  and  young
adults?
1-3  ITS.
3-5 yrs.
5-10  vrs.
10 plus  yrs.
2. The  juveniles  and  young  adults  that  you  come  into  contact  with  are from  which
areas  ofMinneapolis?
Near  Northside
Northside
Nonheast
Southside
Southeast
Suburbs
3. A. Have  you  seen  an increase  (number  of  members  grow)  in  gang  involvement
during  t2ie time  that  you  have  worked  as a professional  with  jirveniles  and  young
adults?
Yes
No
B. How  do you  identifv  gang  members?
4.What  arearareas  do you  feei  ixave  the  most  problem  with  gang  activity?
Near  Northside
Northside
Nonheast
Southside
Southeast
Suburbs
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5. In  vour  contact  with  juveniles  and  young  adults,  please  rate  the  level  
of  gang
involvement  for  each  of  the following  ethnic  groups.
LOW  AIEDI["M  HIGH
African  American
Native  American
Asian  American
 
 
Hispanic
Caucasian
6. At  wnat  age do you  feel  youth  become  involved  in gang
 activity?
5-7
8-10
11-13
14-16
17-19
7. At  what  age do you  feel  intervention  techniques  have  the
 
most  likelihood  of  success?
5-7
8-i0
11-13
i4-i6
17-19
8. In  your  opinioq  what  percentage  of  the  juveniles  and  young  adults  that
 
you  are
involved  ivith  carry  guns?
Less  than  10%
10-20%
20-30%
30-40%
40-50%
50-60%
60-70%
70.o7o Or more
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9. In  your  opinion,  what  percentage  of  the violence in Mpls. is gang related?
Less  than  10o/o
10-20%
20-30%
30-40%
40-50%
50-60%
60--70%
70%  or more
10. In  your  opinion,  does  the  media  (newspapers,  television,  radio) influence gangs?
Yes  (influence)
No  (influence)
11.  In  your  opinion,  does  the  media  (newspapers,  television,  radio)  present an accurate
view  of  gang  members?
Yes
No
12. I bclieve  juveniles  and  young  adults  belong  to gangs  because:
CHOOSE  THE  THREE  MOST  COMMON  REASONS
Need  to belong
Fa;=aily  problems
Monev
Excitement
Status
Lack  of  role  models
Protection
Lack  of  alternatives
Power
Common  interests
Family  in  gang
Educational  issues
13. Vv"hat  do you  feel  are  the  main  problems
 facing  juveiles  and  young  adults?
CHOOSE  THE  THREE  MOST  COMMON  PROBLEMS
Poverty
Lack  of  family  involvement
Lack  of  communitv  involvement
Lack  of  positive  role  models
No  hope  for  the  future
Educational  issues
Drugs
Peer  pressure
Gangs
Teen  pregrmncy
14.  'A'hat  do  you  suggest  as an intervention
 or  solution  to  the  problems  you  identified?
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Appendix  C
CLASSIFTCATION  OF  GANGS
I
I
I
SCAVENGER  GANGS:
j
I
, "MEMBERS  OF  THESE  GANGS  OFTEN  HAVE  NO
)COMMON  BOND  BEYOND  THEIR  IMPULSIVE
BEHAVIOR  AND  THEIR  NEED  TO  BELONG.
iLEADERSHIP  CHANGES  DAILY  AND  WEEKLY.
:MEMBERS  PREY  UPON  THE  WEAK  OF  THE  INNER
CITY.  CRiMES  ARE  USU  ALLY  PETTY,  SENSELESS,  AND
iSPONTANEOUS---VIOLENCE  PERPERTRATED  FOR
F[i'N.
,
 
l
.TERRiTORIALGANGS:
 l
i
 
I
I
'TERRITORIAL  GANGS  DESIGNATE  AN  AREA  AS  'I
.BELONGING  TO  THE  GANG  (I'URF).  THEY  DEFEND  i
'THIS  AREA  FROM  OUTSIDERS.I
I I
CORPORATEGANGS:,
 ,
i
I
WELI,  ORGANIZED  GROUPS  WITH  STRONG  LEADERS
WHOSE  MAIN  FOCUS  IS ILLEGAL  MONEY-MAKING
VENTTTRES.  MEMBERSHIP  IS  BASED  ON  INDIVIDUALS
WiORTH  TO  ORGANIZATION.  EACH  MEMBER  KNOWS
 ,
HIS ROLE  AND  WORKS  AS TEAM  MEMBER.  CRIMINALI
ACTIOINS  MOTIVATED  BY  PROVIT.  DISCIPLINE,
SECRECY,  AND  STRICT  CODES  OF  BEHAVIOR  ARE
REQUIREDOFEACHMEMBER.  I
TURF,  COLORS  ARE IRRELEV  ANT  TO CENTRAL  1,
MISS}ON----PROFIT. I
(HUFF,  1990;  PROTHROW-STITH,  &  WEISSMAN,  1991)
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Classification  of  Gangs
SociaJ  Ganzs,  The  social  gang  is a relauveiy  pemianent  organization
 
that  centers  around
a specific  location,  such  as a candy  s'tore or clubhouse.
 
All  members  are intimately
known  to one another  and ffiere is a strong sezhe  of  cr+mr;'idrshili
 
Members  are the in-
group,a all  others  are outstders.  Members  may  wear  club
 
jackets  or  sweaters  with
;imigaia  that  identify  them  to tb:" externd  community.
Delinquent  Ganes:  The  delinquent  gang  is primari)y  org:mmd  to carrv
 out various
illegal  xts.  The  social  L:cxiion  of  the  members  is a
 secondary  factor.  Promineat
among  the *linquent  gang's  activities  are  burglary,  petty
 thieverv,  mugging,  assault  for
profii-act  siply  kicks  -and  other  mc(l  acts  directed  at 'raising  bread'
 It  is gcncrally
a iignr  c:iique:, a smaii  moaoue gang  unat can  s  and  escape
 
with  minimum  rise It
ivould  los:  i'c  cohcs#c  qr...'iry  :sd  the  intimate  coopcmtion
 rcquircd  for  success  in
iuegai  ventures  if  it  became  100  large.  Mem'oership  is
 no:t  easily  achieved  and  must
generiJly  be approved  by  all  gmg  members.
laioient  Ganes:  In  cont  u'ith  ffie  other  gang  types,  the  vioient
 
gang is py
ored  for  emotiom  tification.  and  violence  is
 the  theme  :mound  which  all
acffviThes  center.  Spons,  social,  even  *Iinquem  activities
 are side  issues  to its  primary
assau}ttve  mnern.  The  violem  gang's  organization  and
 
membership  are constantly
shiftiag  ia  accord  isith  'The eioffonal  acids  of  ip  members.
Causal  Factors  Emergent  
AdjustmentPatterns
Personallty
Gang parra'ns of  slum vouths
Source; Yabionsky, L A Hasxeii, K,  (198&1. Juveniie  Deiinquencv.  (4tn. ed.). New York:  Harper
Rciw
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Appendix  D
Development  of  Youth Gangs
Altho'ugh  the "gmg'has  been the major  cmcept  used to yiide  the examination
 
of  collective  ywth  crime in
urbaiz arem  the pmt  fifty  years, little  or no consensus exims as to what a gang
 actually is. Wa(ter B. Mi((er
idgm'4fiedtwentvtypesandsubtspesoflaw-sriolatingymth  gmups(see  Table 12.1.). Significmtlv, only
three of  these tsvenh,a hpes md  subhpesare  designated  m  gangs. The others
 are designated m gmups,
rmgs,  baizls',  iieworks,  cmwds,  and  cltques.
TABLE  22. I
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7. 1
7:)
7.3
7. 4
i.  )
7. 6
8
9
10
10.1
jO.2
II
12
T)pes and  Subtypes  of  Lm-Violaling  Youth Groups
Desigrudion
Turf  gangs
Regularlv-associated  disruptive  [oca(  groups/crowds
Solidary  disruptive  local  cliques
Casua(  disruptive  local  c(iques
Gain-oriented  gangs  /  extended  net'mrks
Lootmg  ;groups/  crowds
Estab(ished  gain-oriented  cliques  /  limited  networks
Burg(ary  rings
.%bbery  bands
Larcerry  cliques  and  networ'b;
Extortion  cliques
Drug-dealing  cltques  a'ri  nehsorks
-Fradulent  gain  diques
Casual  gain-oriented  cliques
Fighting  gangs
Assau)tive  c(iques  and  crowds
,4ssaultive  affiliation cliques
Assaultive  public-gathering  crowds
Recurrentl)i  active  assaultive  cliques
Casual  assaultrve  cltques
Source:  Barto}las,  c., (1990).  Juvenile  Delinquency.  (2nd.  ed.)  New  York:
Macmillan  Publtshing.
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